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ABSTRACT 
 
An emerging paradigm of volunteered geographic information (VGI) in the field of Geography 
was resulted from recent advances of GPS equipped mobile devices such as the iPhone, and the 
amount of geographic information and its promptness has been dramatically increased with the 
participation of volunteers. Although there are many fields that can utilize the capabilities of VGI, 
conventional quality control processes are often not applicable to VGI. Therefore, it is essential to 
balance the prompt availability of VGI with the unverified character of its contents. For this purpose, 
a credibility model approach measuring the credibility of VGI is presented in this thesis to promote 
the democratization of geographic information from a traditional top-down process, to a 
revolutionary bottom-up process. For a plausible inference of credibility, a computational 
credibility model was constructed based on a Bayesian network (BN), providing a convenient way 
to tackle diverse problems in which conclusions are not warranted logically but rather predicted 
probabilistically. This research also has led to the development of an integrated framework to 
acquire, infer, store, and visualize detailed credibility information.  
Using a case study designed to simulate the process of credibility assessments of the 
volunteered geographic data from the Haiti earthquake, this thesis examines the behavioral 
characteristics and the benefits of the developed credibility model. In a set of experiments, damage 
assessments with and without the credibility assessments are conducted and compared with an 
official assessments by the Haitian government and international organizations. The experiments 
have not only demonstrated microscopic effects on the individual data, but also showed the 
macroscopic variation of the overall damage patterns by the credibility model. The case study and 
experiments serve as a proof-of-concept to validate the benefits of the credibility assessment 
framework. This credibility model approach is implemented using an open-source spatial database 
system and application programing interface (API), and can be further developed to be used as an 
API in social network services to better support collaborative workflow tasks. . 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
As of late, online mapping applications such as Wikimapia1 and OpenStreetMap2 are 
dramatically changing the way in which individuals produce, share, and use geographic information. 
This emerging paradigm of volunteered geographic information (VGI) (M. F. Goodchild 2007) is also 
termed Neogeography (Turner 2006) and known as the wikification of GIS (Sui 2008). This 
paradigm is rapidly changing from a traditional top-down process, in which geographic information 
professionals in governments and/or related agencies play major roles, to a bottom-up process, 
where individual volunteers participate to contribute geographic information. In the new paradigm, 
producing geographic information has been simplified due to recent advances in related 
technologies such as Global Positioning System (GPS), and the amount of geographic information 
has dramatically increased by the participation of volunteers. The value of VGI applications to 
disaster management also has been demonstrated, as occurrences of natural disasters such as the 
recent earthquakes in Haiti, Chile, China, and Japan are overlapping with the increasing attention to 
VGI. 
“Emergency management is, perhaps, the most spatially oriented of all management sciences” 
(Morentz 1986). Emergency management personnel need to know where an event happens to 
minimize loss by efficiently deploying emergency management resources (Cova 1999). They need 
to assess the potential impact of a hazard, to identify the best evacuation route, and to do damage 
assessment. A lot of efficiencies and advantages can be achieved by employing GIS technologies 
(Gunes and Kovel 2000). Planning for and delivering aid relief without knowing an accurate picture 
of needs and status on the ground could do more harm than good (Cutter 2010). For instance, if a 
                                                             
1
 Web site: http://www.wikimapia.org 
2
 Web site: http://www.openstreetmap.org 
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damaged building is reported undamaged, it can cause loss of life. On the contrary, if an undamaged 
building is reported damaged, it can cause loss of resources leading to loss of life. Therefore it is 
essential to have a source of information which is fast as well as accurate.  
In the case of emergency management efforts for the January of 2010 earthquake in Haiti 
(Feick and Roche 2010), for example, the OpenStreetMap (OSM) provided an effective cyber 
environment for collaboration where volunteers from around the world contributed disaster-relief-
related-information by interpreting satellite images and uploading and editing GPS data. Essentially, 
most emergencies require geographic information in a time-critical manner, and VGI is ideally fit to 
fill the gap for near real-time geographic information with a large network of its contributors (M. F. 
Goodchild and Glennon 2010). The Ushahidi Haiti web site3 translated over 25,000 Short Message 
Service (SMS) transmissions, numerous e-mails, and posts from social media resulting in about 
3,500 geographic information reports (Heinzelman and Waters 2010). Furthermore, government 
and non-governmental organizations (NGO) utilized VGI from Ushahidi to determine how, when, 
and where to allocate emergency management resources (Heinzelman and Waters 2010).  
The VGI paradigm based on mass participation, however, introduces an interesting dimension 
to the credibility of geographic information to be more popularized in emergency management and 
other domains. Geographic information based on the conventional top-down approach is perceived 
and often made credible by designated authorities, experts, and associated quality control 
processes in which governments and related institutions engage (M. F. Goodchild 2007). In terms of 
VGI, however, such conventional quality control processes are often not applicable. Consequently, it 
poses a new challenge to assure the credibility of VGI. The most significant challenges resides in 
verifying and classifying the large volume of volunteered information (Heinzelman and Waters 
2010).The wide spread of the online environments for mass participation makes it difficult to 
identify credible information and abandon less credible or fraudulent pieces (Bishr and Kuhn 2007). 
                                                             
3
 Web site: http://haiti.ushahidi.com 
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Balancing the prompt availability of VGI with the unverified character of its content is challenging, 
but essential for the utilization of VGI to emergency management (M. F. Goodchild and Glennon 
2010). The issue of credibility is relevant to a number of scientific domains, while this research 
focuses on credibility related to VGI in the emergency management domain. The objective of this 
thesis research is to demonstrate the benefits of adding credibility estimation capabilities to 
emergency management systems while gaining better understanding of VGI credibility in general.  
Although rudimentary mechanisms  to employing VGI for emergency management exist within 
current GIS software, the mechanism of collecting and analyzing the credibility of VGI has been 
inadequately addressed. For VGI to be used operationally, it is necessary to establish rigorous 
methodology for credibility estimation including the detection of outliers and inexperienced 
volunteers. Existing emergency management systems lacked the ability to evaluate the veracity of 
VGI from indigenous and international communities, hindering the advantages of VGI (Heinzelman 
and Waters 2010). Therefore, it is crucial to develop a credibility evaluation framework that will 
provide convenient mechanisms to acquire, infer, store, and visualize detailed credibility 
information.  
The credibility evaluation of VGI in emergency management involves understanding 
behavioral characteristics of individual volunteers, emergency management processes, and 
information processing mechanisms. VGI credibility is useful to identify valuable information 
entities in order for VGI to be effectively integrated as a legitimate and actionable source of 
information. Making credibility information available to emergency management officers and 
general public in emergency areas will serve as an aid to efficient emergency management. The 
response procedures such as resource deployment and rescue of human lives can be far promoted 
by knowing an accurate picture of needs and status on the ground. Furthermore, capabilities for 
validating the credibility of VGI likely help broaden the scope of VGI applications, as many research 
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areas, such as environmental sciences, need spatial data gathered from mass participation of 
volunteers.  
For evaluating VGI credibility, a computational credibility model is developed based on a 
Bayesian network (BN). BN is widely used for reasoning using probabilities where causality plays a 
major role and available information is incomplete (Charniak 1991). In emergency response, the 
procedures by emergency officers to verify whether VGI entities are credible or not, so called 
evidence collection in this thesis, are limited because of the complexity of emergency management. 
It is not feasible or efficient to verify all VGI entities during emergency management. Instead, the 
computational credibility model based on BN provides capabilities to evaluate the credibility of VGI 
where evidence is only available for part of the information needed (Wright and Laskey 2007).   
In this thesis, a generic framework is established for collecting and managing the credibility 
information of VGI based on the credibility model. The framework is implemented using an open-
source spatial database system (DB) and application programing interface (API). A web mapping 
application coupled with the credibility evaluation model and the database is also developed to 
provide a user interface for sharing VGI in the context of an emergency management scenario 
(described later in this chapter).  
A case study is designed to focus on credibility evaluation of individual information elements of 
OSM in the context of the Haiti earthquake.  Credibility is assessed based on the difference between 
VGI and the reality it represents in terms of the damage status of buildings. Damage assessments, 
especially of buildings, are crucial in earthquake response, as human causalities are primarily 
caused by building damages (Coburn et al. 2002). In a set of experiments, such damage assessments 
with and without the credibility evaluation are conducted and compared with the Joint Remote 
Sensing Damage Assessment Database provided by the United Nations' Institute for Training and 
Research (UNITAR)/Operational Satellite Applications Programme (UNOSAT), the European 
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Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC), and the World Bank. In this way, the value of applying 
the credibility evaluation model to emergency management is examined.  
The case study and experiments serve as a proof-of-concept for the credibility evaluation 
framework. The case study and associated experiments focus, in particular, on overcoming the 
limitation of traditional emergency management systems in terms of VGI utilization and its 
credibility evaluation. The challenge of evaluating credibility of VGI is tackled by employing SMILE 
API developed by the Decision Systems Laboratory, the University of Pittsburgh 
(http://dsl.sis.pitt.edu), which provides a platform-independent library of C++ classes 
implementing graphical probabilistic and decision-theoretic models including BN. The effectiveness 
of this framework for evaluating credibility is assessed in the experiments by applying the 
credibility evaluation model to damage assessments for Haiti during the simulation of emergency 
response. To further contextualize the case study in emergency management, a hypothetical 
scenario of the Haiti earthquake is introduced for relating the credibility model and its associated 
evaluation framework to representing and reasoning VGI credibility after a brief overview of the 
environmental, historical, and social context of the vulnerability in Haiti. 
 
1.1  A brief overview of the vulnerability in Haiti 
On January 12, 2010, a 7.0 magnitude earthquake struck Haiti. Within the past 200 years, it 
was the most powerful earthquake to hit Haiti. The impact of the earthquake was huge. According 
to Haitian government, more than 220,000 people died and over 300,000 people got injured 
(Heinzelman and Waters 2010). Around 105,000 buildings were completely destroyed and over 
208,000 were damaged (Haiti. Government of the Republic 2010). The total value of damage and 
losses from the earthquake was evaluated at US$ 7.804 billion, amounting to the county’s GDP in 
2009 (Haiti. Government of the Republic 2010). In the 35 years of employment of Damage 
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Assessment & Loss Assessment (DALA) from United Nations Economic Commission for Latin 
America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), it was the first time that the cost of a natural disaster amounts 
to the national economy size (Haiti. Government of the Republic 2010).  
This huge impact of the earthquake may come from the fact that Haiti is in a seismically active 
region. Four fault lines capable of producing high magnitude earthquakes locate under the territory 
of Haiti (Haiti. Government of the Republic 2010). In 1989, however, the same magnitude of 7.0 
earthquake killed 63 people in San Francisco (Ribot 2010). Therefore, it is important to investigate 
other factors such as poverty, instable politics, and poor infrastructure making Haiti more 
vulnerable to disasters in addition to the environmental vulnerability (Ribot 2010; Haiti. 
Government of the Republic 2010).  
Jn 15th century, Spain dominated Haiti by landing of Christopher Columbus. Then, France 
succeeded to the history of domination. Those colonists made profits from sugar and tobacco 
plantations and imported slaves from Africa for the labor-intensive cultivation. Inspired by the 
French Revolution of 1789, Haitians succeeded in Slave Revolution, Haiti is the only contemporary 
nation born of a slave revolution, but it has suffered 32 coups in about 200 years history (Kelemen 
2004). Moreover, France’s imposition of 150 million francs in 1823 caused economic difficulties 
(Ribot 2010). In the early 20th century, United States occupied the island for 20 years. The painful 
history of colonization, slavery, and occupation has led to political and economic instability.  
After the occupation of United States, oppressive kleptocratic regimes such as the Duvalier 
family had been succeeded. Consequentially, the dictatorship and government corruption led to 
poverty of Haitians. Around 67% of Haitian people live on less than US$2 a day (Revol 2011). This 
political and economic instability resulted in poorly constructed buildings, and the catastrophe by 
natural events. “The disaster was not natural” (Ribot 2010). The vulnerability of Haiti comes from 
poverty and bad governance of colonialism and corrupt governments (Ribot 2010). Society should 
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guarantee safety from the basic infrastructure for ‘vulnerability reduction’ (Ribot 2010). This thesis 
only addresses technological approach of credibility issues of VGI for emergency response. 
However, Haiti’s and other undeveloped countries’ vulnerability to disasters will increase unless 
the problems related to the means of basic subsistence are resolved.  
 
1.2  Use case scenario 
Day 1: A magnitude 7.0 earthquake hit Haiti on of January 12th, 2010. Death toll and damage level 
rapidly increased due to delayed and ineffective disaster response activities.  
Day 2: The emergency management agencies in Haiti were paralyzed by the chaos of the earthquake. 
The infrastructure for collecting, storing, and processing emergency related information was not 
desirably effective. 
Day 3: Several NGOs and volunteer organizations constructed multiple web GIS application such as 
OSM and Ushahidi to collect VGI for aiding emergency response activities. 
Day 5: Commercial satellite companies such as GeoEye and Digital Globe decided to open their 
commercial images to the public so that their images can be utilized in emergency response. 
Day 6: Volunteers started to make reports on the damage status of facilities and roads by 
interpreting satellite images. Relief requests by SMS and emails reached above 5,000 instances. 
Day 8: VGI covered most of Haiti. Then, the agencies decided to use VGI as a main source of 
information for emergency response because of the lack of authoritative information. 
Day 9: An antiestablishment organization in Haiti grasped people’s dissatisfaction because of the 
slow and inefficient recovery and relief process. Haitians are blaming neglect and failure of the 
government to prepare natural disasters. The organization decided to utilize the tragedies of this 
dreadful event as an opportunity to topple the president, the prime minister, and government. 
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Hence, members in the organization rapidly populate fraudulent information on the web GIS 
applications to interfere with relief activities. 
Day 10: The members of the antiestablishment organization continued to work to create deceptive 
information on top of information entities by genuine volunteers. The various entities of VGI 
about the same geographic landmarks such as buildings and roads reported different statuses of 
these landmarks. Thus, it became hard to identify credible information reporting the real status of 
roads and buildings among combined sets of credible and non-credible information. 
Day 11: The emergency management capabilities of the Haitian government were severely disturbed 
by the antiestablishment organization. A new mechanism such as a credibility estimation model 
to filter out non-credible or fraudulent volunteered information was required to be introduced 
immediately. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RELATED WORK 
 
This chapter examines research related to previous credibility models after a brief overview of 
the subject of credibility and Bayesian network. 
 
2.1  Credibility in GIScience 
Credibility has been researched in various disciplines such as communication, social 
psychology, and computer science, and the definition of credibility varies among different fields in 
which it has been researched. However, credibility is understood to be, in general, “a perceived 
quality made up of multiple dimensions such as trustworthiness and expertise” (Fogg and Tseng 
1999). Therefore, to clarify the meaning of credibility in this thesis research, it is necessary to trace 
back to the concept of quality before going into further details on credibility.  
The definition of quality also varies greatly and no consensus exists on a single definition, 
although certain definitions used by ISO (International Organization for Standardization) are 
generally accepted (Devillers and Jeansoulin 2006). According to Goodchild (2006), quality is “a 
measure of the difference between the data and the reality they represent, and becomes poorer as 
the data and the corresponding reality diverge”. To measure the difference, the ISO 19113 standard 
(International Organization for Standardization 2002) on geographic data quality recommends the 
following criteria: completeness, consistency, accuracy, definition, coverage, lineage, precision, 
legitimacy, and accessibility. Positional accuracy, for instance, is one of the major issues of 
geographic data quality, and needs to be formulized to measure the quality of geographic 
information. Addressing how to define and measure all the criteria mentioned above is beyond the 
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scope of this thesis, however, this quality assessment approach to geographic information can be 
termed “fitness for purpose” (Coote and Rackham 2008).  
Before going into more detail about quality and credibility, it is meaningful to first clarify the 
differences between data and information.  Many researchers have used the perception of data 
informally, often as a synonym for “information” rather than as a defined term (Fox et al. 1994).  In 
general, the level of abstraction being considered is the main difference between data and 
information. Data is the lower level of abstraction, and information is the higher level of abstraction. 
The collection of data is considered the raw material and begins to obtain value when they are 
gathered together to develop information (Granger 1999). Data signifies nothing by itself, but 
information starts to take on meaning. In brief, information can be considered interpreted data. 
Making a more detailed classification of data and information is not within the scope of this thesis 
research. In terms of the level of abstraction, the focus of this research will be narrowed down to 
assess the credibility of geographic data provided by OSM, a successful online project that utilizes 
VGI. By starting with an examination of the credibility of volunteered geographic data, this research 
can contribute to understanding the characteristics of the credibility of volunteered geographic 
information, which is the higher level of abstraction. 
Professional mapping agencies such as the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) have kept elaborate 
standards and specifications, and developed a reputation of quality and authority in the production 
of traditional geographic information (M. F. Goodchild 2007). When it comes to VGI, new types of 
producers to the emerging paradigm, volunteers, should be considered to assess the quality of 
geographic information. Contributors of VGI in the bottom-up approach have different 
characteristics from the authorized producers of geographic information in the conventional top-
down approach. It is not certain whether VGI contributors are trained adequately to produce high-
quality geographic information and why they contribute their time and energy to produce and 
share geographic information. As Goodchild (2007) implied with “Humans as sensors”, the 
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traditional concept of quality considering objective aspects of geographic information needs to be 
extended to cope with subjective aspects of volunteers such as motivation. Concentrating 
exclusively on informational aspects of VGI overlooks the environmental context of human driving 
this phenomenon (Coleman et al. 2009). Recently, a different concept of information quality, 
credibility, is often employed in the VGI context in which a huge amount of contributor-generated 
content poses new challenges (Poser and Dransch 2010). 
While quality is an objective property of information, albeit hard to assess, that describes how 
well information represents reality, credibility is the subjective perception of the characteristics of 
information and its users (Flanagin and Metzger 2008). Although there is no clear agreement on the 
definition of credibility, generally, it is considered to be the believability of information, which is 
based on two primary dimensions, trustworthiness and expertise, as proxies for information 
quality (Hovland et al. 1953). Credibility depends on users to rate the credibility of other users and 
the information they contribute (Poser and Dransch 2010). It is a complex concept, as we can trust 
someone who has no expertise if we feel good about her/him, and we can consider someone an 
expert but do not trust her/him if we do not feel good about her/him. Trustworthiness primarily 
represents subjective factors such as reputation, while expertise can be subjectively recognized but 
comprises characteristics such as accuracy, authority, and competence (Flanagin and Metzger 
2008). This new approach to quality termed “quality-as-credibility” by Flanagin and Metzger (2008) 
is useful, in particular, when it aims to evaluate individual perceptions rather than objective 
properties of information (Poser and Dransch 2010).    
Furthermore, we need to consider the spatiotemporal context of VGI to support or refute the 
credibility of given information or its contributor (Coleman et al. 2009). Contributors of VGI are 
often moving in space and time, and contents of information also vary depending on time. For 
instance, a piece of VGI reporting an event in Haiti may be justified if it originates from a volunteer 
staying in Haiti after the earthquake or is collected by analyzing satellite images of the affected area. 
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In the context of VGI, credibility should not only address trustworthiness and expertise based on 
user-to-user rating (Bishr and Kuhn 2007), but also encompass the spatiotemporal environments 
where the information or its contributor resides. 
 Another reason why this research pays attention to the concept of credibility is because this 
thesis focuses on emergency management as well as VGI. If the circumstance in which geographic 
information is applied is ordinary, it may be better to apply the concept of quality to assess 
geographic information. In normal circumstances, there may be enough time to observe and 
measure attributes such as positional accuracy and consistency comprising quality so that better 
research results can be expected. In emergency situations, however, we are not allowed to have 
sufficient time to gather all information entities in order to achieve desirable quality. Rather, it will 
be more efficient and useful if the believability of information can be accepted within a limited 
amount of time.  
 
2.2 Credibility models 
 There have been a number of attempts to make logical and objective estimates about 
credibility (Kamvar et al. 2003; Richardson et al. 2003; Wright and Laskey 2007). The focus of 
credibility research is diverse: from the ontology of credibility to methodology for credibility 
measurement. To make quantitative assessments of credibility, it is often necessary to build 
computational credibility models, which are reviewed in this section. 
Upon the emergence of the World Wide Web (WWW), a research area of a “web of trust” has 
become active in information science (Richardson et al. 2003). As explained in the earlier section, 
trust is one of two primary proxies, trustworthiness and expertise, for credibility estimation. 
Although the definition of trust is also diverse depending on specific research foci and areas, trust 
can be considered as a subjective aspect of credibility such as reputation. Gil and Ratnaker (2002) 
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developed an algorithm comprising of a complex, but qualitative, structure of trust based on user 
comments on information sources. The EigenTrust algorithm  by Kamvar et al. (2003) computed 
global trust as a combining function of local trust values in a peer-to-peer network. The trust model 
of Richardson et al. (2003) aimed to evaluate trust varying from person to person rather than 
having an agglomerate trust value of each user. Zaihrayeu et al. (2005) proposed a trust 
infrastructure in which computations of trust values for answers from the web is enabled by 
augmenting answers with optional information about sources. While these approaches in 
information science have laid a solid theoretical foundation, geographic contexts as well as 
characteristics of volunteers need to be considered for evaluating credibility of VGI. 
In the field of GIScience, the research of trust has been pursued to incorporate the context of 
geographic information. Internet communities such as Wikimapia producing and sharing VGI often 
provide a mechanism with which a user’s contribution can be rated and verified by other users. 
Bishr and Mantelas (2008) have proposed an extended trust model introducing geographic 
proximity as one additional dimension of trust with an assumption that similarity of proximity 
brings about trust. More recently, Poser and Dransch (2010) demonstrated the feasibility of using 
VGI for disaster management by assessing the quality of VGI in terms of attribute accuracy rather 
than trust. Upon the appearance of VGI, an extended concept of information quality and trust, 
credibility, has been addressed by Flanagin and Metzger (2008) to situate the subjective and 
objective aspects of VGI, as well as the spatiotemporal context of it. Nevertheless, researchers have 
barely examined the credibility of VGI to date (Flanagin and Metzger 2008). To address this void, a 
probabilistic credibility model to estimate the credibility of VGI for emergency management is the 
focus of this research. 
Probabilistic approaches are often developed to deal with instances where evidence is not 
always available for inference (Pourret et al. 2008). It is not feasible or efficient to verify all pieces 
of volunteered information during emergency management. Among such approaches, Bayesian 
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network (BN)4 is widely adopted for reasoning using probabilities where causality plays a major 
role and available information is incomplete (Charniak 1991). If we view BN as graphic 
representations of probabilistic distributions, it belongs to the broader class of probabilistic 
graphical models such as Markov networks and chain graphs (Darwiche 2010). Markov network 
refers to undirected graphical model in which a set of random variables has a Markov property5 
(Kindermann et al. 1980). Unlike BN, a Markov network is allowed to have a cyclic graph. Chain 
graphs correspond to an acyclic graphical model in which both directed and undirected arcs are 
used (Frydenberg 1990). Although BN has several advantages over other graph models, the most 
important is that a directed arc of BN represents causality between variable nodes, thus resulting in 
more transparency in terms of semantics than the other two graph models (Darwiche 2010). 
Although both of the other models also have numeric annotations, we cannot interpret these 
numbers directly as prior or conditional probabilities between nodes because they are missing the 
representation of casual dependence (Darwiche 2010).    
Credibility models based on BN were examined by Wright and Laskey for a procedure of multi-
source fusion (Wright and Laskey 2007). In the context of their research, the multi-source fusion 
indicates the process of integrating information from a broad set of sources such as HUMan 
INTelligence (HUMINT)6 and open source (web pages, news reports). The application area and 
variety of sources in the fusion process of their research is different from the ones of VGI, but the 
circumstances of the fusing process are similar. While contributors of VGI are also diverse, they 
                                                             
4 Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model that is represented by a set of random variables and directed 
edges forming an acyclic directed graph. The directed edges characterize causal dependence between variables 
{{34 Jensen, F.V. 2007}}.    
5 Markov property corresponds to a stochastic process without memory {{62 Markov, A.A. 1954}}. In other words, 
the conditional probability distribution of future state of a stochastic process only depends on the present state, 
given the present state and past states. 
6
 The definition of HUMINT by NATO is "a category of intelligence derived from information collected and provided 
by human sources" {{70 AAP-6 2003}}. 
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often make reports on the same geographic features. Thus, it is essential to fuse multiple 
volunteered reports to make an inference on what really happened to the geographic feature. For 
these reasons, the credibility model by Wright and Lakey has good potential to be used to estimate 
the credibility of VGI, while adaptation is necessary to incorporate the specific context of VGI. A 
credibility estimation model is an important need in fostering VGI application to emergency 
management by adding capabilities for classifying credible information and users from non-
credible ones. 
 
2.3  Bayesian networks 
The concept of Bayesian networks can be traced back to the Bayesian probability theory that 
refers to the rule of evidential probabilities for enabling reasoning with uncertain statements. 
“Bayesian theory provides a principled representation for degrees of plausibility, a logically 
justified calculus for combining prior knowledge with observations, and a learning theory for 
refining degrees of plausibility as evidence accrues” (Neapolitan 2004). The calculus of Bayesian 
probability theory has its foundation on the fundamental rule and Bayes’ theorem created by 
Thomas Bayes (1702-1761). The fundamental rule shows how to calculate the probability of 
observing both A and B, when the probability of A given B and the probability of B is known 
(Equation 1). 
 ( | ) ( )   (   )                                                                      (1) 
Bayes’ theorem (Equation 2) is a simple mathematical formula used for calculating conditional 
probabilities as follows:  
   ( | )  
 ( | ) ( )
 ( )
                                   (2) 
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Bayes’ rule provides a method for updating beliefs about an event A given information about 
another event B. Here we should keep in mind that “belief7 is simply the conditional probability 
given the evidence” (Charniak 1991) throughout this thesis research. In other words, the Bayesian 
probability of an event is a person’s degree of belief in that event. 
 
According to Bayes’ theorem, the probability of A conditional on B can be decided by the ratio 
of the probability of B conditional on A and the unconditional probabilities of A and B. If the prior 
probabilities of A and B as well as the conditional probability of B given A are known, the posterior 
probability of A given B can be inferred by Bayes’ rule.  
A BN is a graphical model of joint multivariate probability distribution for implementing a 
Bayesian probabilistic belief calculus (Levitt and Laskey 2000). A Bayesian network consists of a set 
of random variables, and their conditional dependencies are represented via a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG). For example, a salmonella infection and flu can cause nausea, and the nausea, again, 
can invoke a symptom of pallor. A simple example of BN model is introduced in Figure 1 to 
illustrate this example. If an evidence of a salmonella infection is found, then the probability of 
having nausea will be increased. The probabilities of being infected by salmonella or flu will also be 
increased on the contrary, if there is an evidence of nausea or pallor. 
  
                                                             
7 Belief is the psychological state in which an individual holds a proposition or premise to be true. In the context of 
the Bayesian probabilistic model, a proposition or premise can be interpreted as an event or a hypothesis about 
the event.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
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Figure 1: A simple example of a Bayesian network (from F. V. Jensen and Nielsen 2007). 
 
 BN provides a convenient way to tackle diverse problems in which conclusions are not 
warranted logically but rather predicted probabilistically (Charniak 1991). As explained in the 
above example, hypothesis variables can be declared as evidence inputs representing the actual 
state of the world, then beliefs of other nodes are automatically updated via a process known as 
belief propagation so as to incorporate the new knowledge (Levitt and Laskey 2000). For this 
automated probability propagation and evidential updating in BNs, many researchers such as 
Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter (1988), Jensen et al.(1990), and Fung (1994) have proposed efficient 
calculus algorithms because belief updating in BN is computationally intensive. Among them, the 
algorithm by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter is widely accepted and used in this thesis research.  
However, their mathematical formulation is not covered here, as it is beyond the scope of this 
research.  
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CHAPTER 3 
CREDIBILITY MODEL 
 
The concept of information quality and its related characteristics such as accuracy, consistency, 
and completeness are not sufficient to capture credibility in the context of VGI (Kuhn 2007). The 
objects of modeling in this thesis are VGI instances and their sources (volunteers and the 
environments in which the information is gathered) from the perspective of credibility. 
Consequently, it is necessary to examine the characteristics of volunteers in emergency response 
and the environments affecting their actions for credibility modeling. The processes of credibility 
model construction and belief updates of the credibility model are addressed after examining the 
core components of the credibility model. Finally, procedures to acquire probability parameters as 
well as principles behind them are described. 
 
3.1  Credibility model components 
The components of a credibility model are examined based on related literature in this section. 
Several researchers (Bishr and Kuhn 2007; Craglia et al. 2008; Flanagin and Metzger 2008; 
Coleman et al. 2009) assert that an individual’s motivation to produce and share VGI is a critical 
factor in determining the credibility of information as well as the characteristics of contributors. To 
better understand the reasons why volunteers contribute geographic information, we need to refer 
to lessons from Wikipedia and Free or Open Source Software (F/OSS). Motivation is categorized 
into two basic types: constructive motivation and negative motivation (Coleman et al. 2009). 
Constructive motivation includes altruism, professional or personal interest, intellectual 
stimulation, social reward, and pride (Coleman et al. 2009). Negative motivation refers to mischief 
(Priedhorsky et al. 2007), an unconstructive agenda (Borland 2007), and malice or criminal intent 
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(Cohen 2008). People’s motivation has implications for their credibility because it affects 
trustworthiness of information producers (Flanagin and Metzger 2008), and thus motivation is 
included as one factor to influence credibility in the credibility model developed. 
Recently, there have been polarized debates among many scholars (McHenry 2004; O’reilly 
2005; Lanier 2006; Tapscott and Williams 2008) on how to categorize contributors besides 
motivation. Based on the overlapping arguments, contributors can be broken down into five 
categories: neophyte, interested amateur, expert amateur, expert professional, and expert authority 
(Coleman et al. 2009). In the arguments, competence and accountability are used to draw broader 
categorization in common (Coleman et al. 2009). For instance, neophytes and interested amateurs 
can be categorized as contributors with a lower level of competence, and expert amateurs, expert 
professionals, and expert authorities belong to contributors with a high level of competence. In 
terms of accountability, it is rather debatable whether we can conclude that the category of 
contributors depends on the accountability. Professionals, who are believed to have accountability, 
can be sued for providing incorrect and misinforming content, and they can be reluctant to 
participate as contributors for VGI (McHenry 2004). Moreover, the average contributors can be 
characterized as either an expert amateur or an interested amateur according to O’Reilly (2005) 
and Tapscott (2008). Hence, competence is only selected as another factor of the credibility model 
between competence and accountability.  
While motivation and competence significantly affect the credibility of information and its 
source, the dimension of credibility is more complex when considering geographic information. For 
instance, an expert professional may be proficient in dealing with GPS equipment and related 
software to produce and edit the data, but she/he may have limited knowledge about given 
geographic features and aboriginal context of them. On the other hand, a neophyte volunteer may 
not be familiar with geographic information system (GIS), but has more knowledge of the 
geographic feature, as she/he has spatiotemporal opportunity to gain aboriginal knowledge than 
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the professional does. “Geographic information is about a space and inherently has a temporal 
dimension” (Bishr and Kuhn 2007). In geographic information science, location provides the 
common key to integrate contexts of information (M. Goodchild 2009).  This research assumes that 
the spatiotemporal context of credibility can be considered as an opportunity to observe the 
information. This assumption makes sense in the context of an emergency, as the state of a 
geographic feature often varies during emergency situations. Spatial accessibility to the affected 
sites also needs to be considered while dealing with opportunity of volunteers to produce VGI, as it 
will decide the opportunity to observe what happened on the site. Opportunity is separated into 
two components in the credibility model developed: generic opportunity and specific opportunity. 
If a volunteer visited a site affected by disaster or commercial satellite images were released to the 
public for relief activities, the generic opportunity would be increased. The generic opportunity 
stands for the opportunity that a volunteer can observe the affected area after the occurrence of an 
emergency in general. However, the opportunity to observe particular geographic features will be 
varied more depending on the spatiotemporal opportunity. The limited coverage of satellite images 
and physical inaccessibility to a certain location will decrease the specific opportunity. The specific 
opportunity represents the opportunity for a volunteer to be able to observe a specific facility or 
infrastructure after the occurrence of an emergency. These two components of opportunity are 
combined to represent the spatiotemporal context of the credibility of information and its source.  
 
3.2  Construction of the credibility model 
To explain the process of credibility model construction, two variable nodes of a BN are shown 
in Figure 2. Probability values described here are only for the purpose of explanation. The specific 
method for specification of prior probabilities and the process of belief updates will be covered in 
the following sections. It is worth emphasizing that “credibility” is considered a probability that the 
content of relevant node is true in this thesis research. For instance, the credibility of the report 
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node that “the national palace of Haiti has collapsed” is the probability that this report is true. The 
left node in Figure 2 is about whether an event happens or not in the occurrence of an emergency. 
For instance, the collapsing of Building A can be one case. The left node is considered a target of 
inference, because what we want to get from constructing a credibility model and updating belief is 
whether facilities are really damaged or not as in the scenario explained. Again, it needs to be 
remembered that “belief is simply the conditional probability given the evidence” (Charniak 1991) 
in the context of this research. The right node represents a report by a volunteer about the 
occurring event. The report on the collapse of Building A by a Volunteer 1 can be one case of the 
right node. The right direction arrow between two variable nodes indicates casual dependence 
between them. In general, the event at Building A will have a casual effect on the report about the 
event. 
 
 
Figure 2:  A facility event and report nodes 
 
If the probability of the collapse of Building A is increased, then the probability of the report by 
Volunteer 1 that Building A collapsed is likely increased as well. To clarify the meaning of rows in 
variable nodes, the first row means the title and meaning of the node, the second row represents 
the probability that the node is true, and the third row shows the probability that the node is false. 
The right node can be changed into an evidence node whenever emergency officers or certified 
volunteers verify them. Wikipedia also overcomes vandalism by having a hierarchy of volunteers to 
assess the credibility of information with well-defined criteria (M. F. Goodchild and Glennon 2010).  
The probability of the event that Building A collapsed is increased by the occurrence of positive 
evidence, whose probability is considered 1.0, on the volunteer’s report. For the purpose of 
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explanation, it is assumed that the posterior probability of the event on Building A is updated from 
0.5 to 0.735 when there is positive evidence for the volunteer’s report as in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3: Updated belief of the event node by an evidence of the report 
 
The credibility of the volunteer’s report can be updated by having evidence on core 
components of a credibility model for Volunteer 1 as well. As explained in the previous section, 
motivation, competence, and generic and specific opportunities are a volunteer’s components of the 
credibility model (Figure 4). On the contrary, the credibility of Volunteer 1 can also be affected by 
evidence of the report by Volunteer 1.  
 
 
Figure 4: An instance of credibility model and its prior probability 
 
Whenever there is evidence for the credibility estimation, it can be propagated to other linked 
nodes, which may not have evidence, to update beliefs of a BN. For instance, an emergency officer 
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can verify the report of Volunteer 1 for Building A as true, if the report indicates the damaged status 
of Building A correctly. Accordingly, the posterior probability of motivation, competence, generic 
opportunity, and specific opportunity are increased to 0.82, 0.567, 0.361, and 0.259 respectively in 
the example (Figure 5). The credibility of information and its volunteers affect each other in this 
way. 
 
 
Figure 5:  An instance of the credibility model and its posterior probabilities  
with a piece of evidence 
 
In the process of VGI contribution, volunteers usually produce multiple reports on different 
geographic features. To put it another way, one single geographic feature can have multiple reports 
contributed by multiple volunteers. It is often assumed that credible users tend to provide more 
credible information than non-credible users do (Bishr and Kuhn 2007). For these reasons, the 
updated credibility components of Volunteer 1 such as motivation, competence, and generic 
opportunity could influence the credibility of other reports that she/he made. For instance, the 
credibility of the report on Building B by Volunteer 1 is increased from 0.496 to 0.499 by the 
positive evidence on the report on Building A and updated credibility of Volunteer 1 (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: The process of credibility propagation based on the credibility of a volunteer 
 
The basic concept and structure of the credibility model of this thesis research has been 
adapted from the work of Wright and Laskey (2007), as the process of multi-source fusion has good 
potential to be utilized to estimate the credibility of VGI. However, the research of Wright and 
Laskey intends to construct a situation-specific credibility model to cope with multi-intelligence 
sources by examining an anti-bioterrorism scenario (Figure 7). The situation-specific model may 
incorporate particular and detailed credibility-related scenarios resulting in more accurate 
estimation of the credibility of its associated content, but can be difficult to become modular for 
reuse. Thus, the application of a situation-specific model can be limited to evaluate the credibility of 
a small set of information. 
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Figure 7:  A credibility model for multi-source fusion (from Wright and Laskey 2007) 
 
In the case of VGI, this credibility model needs to be modified to accommodate a huge amount 
of information for inference rather than just dealing with limited individual information entities. 
For instance, about 30,500 VGI entities are selected among OSM data residing around Port-au-
Prince in Haiti for the prototype model of this thesis, thus resulting in about 72,400 variable nodes 
and 120,600 arcs in BN. The number of selected VGI entities, nodes, and arcs in a BN can be 
increased by far if the entire area of Haiti is included. One drawback of the standard BN is that all 
the variable nodes and their causal dependence should be fixed with probability parameters in 
advance (Laskey et al. 2008). In  Wright and Laskey’s (2007) credibility model, the credibility of 
Agent X has been assessed by Agent Y and Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)8. In other words, 
information sources of the credibility model in Figure 7 can be linked not only horizontally, but also 
vertically to each other in terms of their hierarchy. If there were other information sources to 
assess the credibility of Agent Y and SIGINT, the hierarchical structure of the credibility model 
                                                             
8 The definition of SIGINT by NATO is "Intelligence derived from communications, electronic, and foreign 
instrumentation signals" 
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would be more complex. To be linked vertically in a BN means that the two nodes become a parent 
node and a child node respectively. A standard BN is required to specify the prior probabilities of all 
root nodes as well as the conditional probabilities of all non-root nodes (Druzdzel and Díez 2003). 
In this regard, the conditional probabilities of all non-root nodes of the credibility model by Wright 
and Laskey need to be acquired as soon as the credibility model is constructed. However, the 
probability parameters of BN are usually gained from an expert’s knowledge, literature, statistics, 
and a database of relevant cases, and acquiring the probability parameters is considered a 
challenging and time-consuming procedure when building a Bayesian network. It is obvious that 
enough time is not allowed to acquire probability parameters while facing an urgent state of 
emergency. To facilitate a scalable model construction, BN needs to exhibit regular and repetitive 
characteristics for stable network structure and probability parameters (Darwiche 2010).  
The credibility model of this thesis research is designed to accommodate a large volume of 
information entities by applying the modular components of credibility model with predetermined 
probability parameters, while more detailed procedures to acquire these probability parameters 
will be described in the next section. It is possible to apply the predetermined probability 
parameters because the hierarchy of the credibility model in this research is simplified as in Figure 
8. In this thesis, it is assumed that information sources such as volunteer 1, volunteer 2, and 
volunteer 3 don’t assess others’ credibility. Thus, the hierarchy of the credibility model can be 
simplified as in the example. This assumption makes sense because the report nodes can be 
changed into evidence nodes whenever emergency officers or certified volunteers verify them 
instead of having a complex hierarchical structure. Since the basic structure of the credibility model 
is repetitive and is linked horizontally, the predetermined probability parameters also can be 
repetitively used. In this way, the credibility model becomes modular and scalable to accommodate 
a large volume of information entities. 
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Figure 8:  An example of the simplified hierarchy of the credibility model 
 
In addition to the simplified hierarchy and the predetermined probability parameters, the 
opportunity node has been separated into a generic opportunity node and a specific opportunity 
node as explained in the previous section. The specific opportunity represents a chance to observe 
particular geographic features and will be varied more than the generic opportunity to observe the 
affected area after the occurrence of an emergency in general. The specific opportunity node was 
adopted from the work of Wright and Laskey (2007), but the generic opportunity was added to 
reflect the environmental context of emergency. In an urgent emergency situation, we do not have 
sufficient time to gather information on the specific opportunity to observe particular geographic 
features. Rather, it will be more efficient and useful if the lists of certified volunteers conducting 
ground surveys or satellite image analysis can reflect the generic opportunity of volunteers to make 
reports on the affected area.  
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The idea of a credibility model and its construction as well as the process of belief updates has 
been explained so far. The complexity of the credibility model with 72,400 variable nodes and 
120,600 arcs in a BN as well as its extensibility were also briefly addressed. In the credibility model, 
the credibility of information and its contributors interacts mutually by increasing or decreasing 
others’ credibility. In other words, the updated credibility of information affects the credibility of its 
contributor, and the changed credibility of the contributor influences the credibility of other 
reports created by the contributor. In this way, the credibility of most information entities can be 
predicted with evidence on the partial nodes of a BN. Consequently, credible information on the 
status of an area affected by emergency can be filtered out from non-credible information, as the 
verification processes of emergency officers or certified volunteers gradually accumulate evidence.  
In summary, VGI is composed of volunteers’ characteristics, geographic context, and their 
information aspect (Figure 9), and is the intersected area of these three components. 
 
          
Figure 9: Volunteered Geographic Information 
 
The objective of this thesis research is to estimate the credibility of VGI in the context of emergency 
management with the purpose of balancing the prompt availability of VGI with the unverified 
character of its content. Thus, the credibility model developed has been constructed to reflect 
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individual components of VGI: motivation and competence; the voluntary aspect of VGI: 
opportunity; the spatiotemporal context of VGI: correctness of a report; the informational aspect of 
VGI (Figure 10).  
 
     
Figure 10:  Three aspects of VGI in the credibility model 
 
3.3  Acquiring probability parameters of the credibility model 
In the process of credibility evaluation, it is essential to have prior probabilities of individual 
variable nodes as well as conditional probabilities between parent nodes and child nodes properly 
specified. After acquiring these probability parameters, the posterior probabilities can be calculated 
based on Bayesian probability theory. Notwithstanding the challenging procedures of acquiring 
probability parameters, a main benefit of using a Bayesian network is the capability to exploit the 
existing algorithm for Bayesian probability calculus in place of having to invent a specific algorithm 
for each application developed (Darwiche 2010). Thus, the probability calculus of the SMILE API 
(Decision Systems Laboratory at University of Pittsburgh 1998) is adopted. However, it is 
important to comprehend the basic probability calculus of BN because it will help to understand the 
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process of belief update. A brief calculus theorem has been touched on in the previous section about 
BN while a more detailed procedure will be explained in this section. 
To make the calculus procedure more comprehensible, a simplified credibility model is 
introduced in Figure 11. The generic opportunity node and specific opportunity node have been 
omitted to make the calculus simple for the purpose of explanation.  
 
 
         Figure 11: A simplified credibility model  
 
The node names are also simplified from the credibility model construction section, but it is 
assumed that the functionalities and context of nodes are not changed. Hereinafter the 
demonstration of the probability calculus focuses on the posterior probability of Event, because the 
goal of constructing and updating the credibility model is to make an inference on the probability 
whether the Event actually happens or not. The explanation below about probability calculus is 
adapted from the book: Bayesian Networks and Decision Graphs by Jensen and Nielsen (2007). The 
node names of Event, Motivation, Competence, and Report are abbreviated to E, M, C, and R, 
respectively. To calculate posterior probabilities of a complex BN, the chain rule for Bayesian 
network (Equation 3) should be used. Let BN be a Bayesian network over Ų = {  ,…,   }. Then BN 
specifies a unique joint probability distribution P(Ų ) given by the product of all conditional 
probability tables specified in BN, in which pa(  ) are the parents of   and P(Ų ) reflects the 
properties of BN . As a result, the joint probability distribution of the simplified credibility model 
can be formularized as Equation 4. 
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 (Ų)  ∏  (  
 
   |  (  ))                                                                     (3) 
 
P (E, M, C, R) = P(E)P(M)P(C)P(R| E, M, C)                                                           (4) 
 
It is necessary to have the prior and conditional probabilities as well as the joint probabilities 
for reasoning credibility. The prior probabilities and conditional probabilities are assumed (Table 
1), and the joint probabilities of the credibility model are calculated from the chain rule for 
Bayesian networks as follows: 
 
 True False 
P(E) e 1-e 
P(M) m 1-m 
P(C) c 1-c 
P(R) 
Event True False 
Motivation True False True False 
Competence True False True False True False True False 
True a b d f g h j k 
False 1-a 1-b 1-d 1-f 1-g 1-h 1-j 1-k 
Table 1:  Prior probabilities and conditional probabilities for the credibility model in Figure 11 
 
And the result, the joint probabilities conditional on the report being true, is given in Table 2.  
 
 Motivation = True Motivation = False 
Event = True (e·m·c·a, e·m·(1-c)·b) (e·(1-m)·c·d, e·(1-m)·(1-c)·f) 
Event = False ((1-e)·m·c·g, (1-e)·m·(1-c)·h) ((1-e)·(1-m)·c·j, (1-e)·(1-m)·(1-c)·k) 
Table 2: The joint probability table for P (E, M, C, R = True). The numbers (x, y) in the table represent (C = 
True, C = False). 
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The joint probabilities in Table 2 can be used, when the evidence Report = True. By 
marginalizing Motivation and Event out of Table 2 (summing each row), we get 
 
P(E, R = True) = ((e·m·c·a)+(e·m·(1-c)·b)+(e·(1-m)·c·d)+(e·(1-m)·(1-c)·f),  
((1-e)·m·c·g)+((1-e)·m·(1-c)·h)+((1-e)·(1-m)·c·j)+((1-e)·(1-m)·(1-c)·k) )     (5) 
 
For simplification, the left column of Equation 5, (e·m·c·a)+(e·m·(1-c)·b)+(e·(1-m)·c·d)+(e·(1-
m)·(1-c)·f), is substituted by A. The right column of Equation 5, ((1-e)·m·c·g)+((1-e)·m·(1-c)·h)+((1-
e)·(1-m)·c·j)+((1-e)·(1-m)·(1-c)·k), is substituted by B. We get the conditional probability P (E| 
R=True) by dividing P(E, R = True) by P(R=True) from the fundamental rule (Equation 1). 
P(R=True) = P(E=True| R = True) + P(E=False| R = True), and we get the result (Equation 6). 
 
P (E| R= True) = (
 
   
,
 
   
)                                                                   (6) 
 
Another way of explaining this result is that the distribution will be a set of numbers whose sum 
is 1, as the sum of the numerators are same as the common denominator. For instance, if the value 
of 
 
   
 is 0.6, then the value of 
 
   
 becomes 0.4. In short, the conditional probability of E given that 
R is True lies at whether it will be increased or not and how sensitive the variation increases if a 
report about the event is verified as true. Also, the variation of the probability resulted from the 
evidence should not be too small, as the verified report is a strong indication of the reality of the 
event. Figure 5 shows that the posterior probability of the event has been increased from 0.5 to 
0.735 with positive evidence on the report. 
In the same way, we can get P (E| R = False) and probabilities of other variable nodes such as 
P(M| R = True) and P(C| R = True). Also, the calculus can be extended to incorporate the complete 
credibility model including opportunity nodes. Nevertheless, one of the major obstacles in a 
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practical application of BN is how to obtain numerical parameters on the network (Druzdzel and 
Díez 2003). In other words, the problem is that we need to specify the prior probabilities of all root 
nodes such as Event, Motivation, Competence and the conditional probabilities of all non-root nodes 
like Report with real values rather than assumed variables as in Table 1. Ideally, these probability 
values are attempted to be determined from expert’s knowledge, literature, statistics, and database 
of germane cases, but are unlikely to be determined from these sources in reality (Charniak 1991; 
Druzdzel and Díez 2003). Mostly, “Bayesian network practitioners subjectively specify the 
probabilities they need” (Charniak 1991). Any reasonably extensive set of test examples properly 
constrains the parameters required (Charniak 1991). 
In the case of this thesis research, there is no currently available specific and reliable data for 
acquiring probability parameters. It is not only because credibility is a term newly introduced in the 
field of VGI, but because VGI is also a recently addressed concept in GIScience. Thus, researches in 
relevant fields such as Internet trust can be referenced to approximate the probability values. 
Schweiger (2000) did a survey on the credibility of the WWW. In his research, the competence of 
overall web users is rated at about 0.55, and the overall credibility of web users is rated at about 
0.48 (Schweiger 2000). These probabilities are considered the prior probabilities of competence 
node and report node in the credibility model respectively. Geiger and Ribes (2010) found that 
16.33% of all edits are considered spam or vandalism in Wikipedia by operating fully-automated 
robots with various vandalism-detection algorithms. When considering some instances that robot 
agents cannot find vandalism just with computational algorithms, approximately 80% of 
contributors to Wikipedia can be deemed volunteers with positive motivation. Therefore, the prior 
probability of the motivation node in the credibility model is set to 0.8. In terms of opportunity, no 
relevant literature is found. Thus, the prior probabilities of opportunity nodes are approached 
conservatively, as we do not have any related materials to convince them. In a general sense, this 
conservative approach makes sense, because allowing large probability values of which we have 
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insufficient knowledge can cause the credibility model to be biased. However, having too small 
probability values of opportunity nodes causes another bias, predicting that only motivation and 
competence play major roles in estimating credibility of volunteers. Consequently, too small 
probability values of opportunity nodes will result in ignoring the importance of the spatiotemporal 
-context of VGI in terms of credibility estimation. Hence, the prior probabilities of generic 
opportunity and specific opportunity nodes are set to 0.35 and 0.25 respectively, which are nearly 
in the middle of 0 and 0.55, the lowest value among the other two components of volunteers’ 
credibility. It is reasonable to have a lower value on specific opportunity than the generic 
opportunity, as the chance to observe a specific geographic feature within specific time windows is 
often more limited than the general chance to participate as a volunteer to produce geographic 
information.  
In terms of conditional probabilities, it is even more complex to obtain probability values. The 
report node has two states of True and False with five parental nodes with two states of True and 
False. Thus it is necessary to have 64 (  ) conditional probabilities. It is challenging and mostly 
impossible to figure out individually the conditional probabilities from a literature review or an 
expert’s knowledge. Instead, dummy values were assigned to the probability parameters in the 
beginning, and the parameters have been calibrated by hundreds of the credibility model runs until 
a satisfactory set of model parameters were achieved. To calibrate the credibility model, the five 
weights for event, motivation, competence, generic opportunity, and specific opportunity were 
determined to establish a basic linear relationship between report and each of the five components 
of credibility. The linear variation between event and report has been amplified to reflect that there 
is a strong correlation between the verified report and the reality of event. However, the linear 
variation between event and each of the other four components of credibility has been minimized 
and averaged to maintain a conservative perspective in cases that any related materials are 
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insufficient to convince those conditional probability parameters.  The calibrated conditional 
probabilities reflecting the optimal weights and adjustments are shown in Table 3. 
 
P(R) 
E T  
M T F 
C T F T F 
G T F T F T F T F 
S T F T F T F T F T F T F T F T F 
T 0.94 0.87 0.9 0.75 0.92 0.78 0.76 0.58 0.94 0.74 0.72 0.57 0.75 0.57 0.55 0.4 
F 0.06 0.13 0.1 0.25 0.08 0.22 0.24 0.42 0.06 0.26 0.28 0.43 0.25 0.43 0.45 0.6 
E F 
M T F 
C T F T F 
G T F T F T F T F 
S T F T F T F T F T F T F T F T F 
T 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.28 0.13 0.25 0.25 0.36 0.12 0.23 0.23 0.33 0.19 0.31 0.3 0.4 
F 0.86 0.83 0.83 0.72 0.87 0.75 0.75 0.64 0.88 0.77 0.77 0.67 0.81 0.69 0.7 0.6 
Table 3: The conditional probabilities table for P(Report). The characters such as T, F, R, E, M, C, G, and S, 
in the table represent true, false, report, event, motivation, competence, generic opportunity, and specific 
opportunity respectively. 
 
 
In short, it is demanding to figure out prior and conditional probabilities for the specific 
credibility model of this thesis research as Charniak and Druzdzel asserted, but a best effort was 
put forth to have approximate values from relevant literature and logical reasoning. The focus in 
this thesis research is not acquiring accurate model parameters, but is narrowed down to the 
application of a credibility model to emergency management in a way to enable emergency 
responses with a mechanism of understanding the credibility of VGI. The validity of parameters will 
be examined with simulations in the following case study and experiments, as any reasonably 
extensive set of test examples proves the validity of parameters properly (Charniak 1991). 
However, a methodology of learning probability parameters from data is necessary if we 
assume that a database of relevant cases is available to determine the probability parameters in the 
future. Probability parameters in a Bayesian network can be estimated from a complete data set by 
statistical methods such as maximum-likelihood estimation and Bayesian estimation (F. V. Jensen 
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and Nielsen 2007). In practice, however, we are often faced with instances in which the data are 
incomplete. If we are using incomplete data for parameter learning, we may unintentionally bias 
the parameter estimates. One of the most widely used algorithms for doing parameter estimation is 
the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm while using incomplete data (F. V. Jensen and Nielsen 
2007). The EM algorithm is a general method for finding a maximum likelihood estimate of 
parameters   when we deal with an incomplete data set. The algorithm basically alternates 
between an expectation step and a maximization step: in brief, in the expectation step the data set 
is completed by using the current parameter estimates  ̂ to calculate expectations for the missing 
values, and in the maximization step the completed data set is used to find a new maximum 
likelihood estimate  ̂  for the parameters. This maximum-likelihood estimate is used to complete 
the data set in the next iteration of the algorithm. The algorithm repeats until the algorithm 
converged or for a predetermined number of iterations. A more detailed EM algorithm for Bayesian 
networks is introduced in Appendix A (pp.68-69). Therefore, a program for leaning parameters 
with the EM algorithm is also developed in this thesis research so that more objective parameters 
can be utilized for credibility inferences in the future. In the following chapters, such a framework 
to accommodate the credibility model is described for managing credibility in a cyber environment. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 
 
In this thesis, a credibility assessment framework is built on the credibility model, and is 
implemented for credibility capture, processing, storage, and representation. In this framework, 
credibility-related information is gathered for credibility assessment and representation processes 
that are chained together in an operational workflow. The collected information is processed in an 
application program, stored in a spatial database, and represented by a web application. The 
understanding of mutual relationships between credibility-related elements and their organization 
are the foundations for the credibility model developed for VGI utilization in emergency 
management. The architecture of this credibility assessment framework is first described in a 
general sense, and explanations about the specific implementation techniques of the framework 
follow in the next section. 
 
4.1  Architecture 
 
The architecture of the credibility assessment framework consists of a set of interrelated 
components: model construction, evidence input, credibility processing, storage, and 
representation (Figure 12). VGI, the informational foundation of the entire framework, needs to be 
analyzed to produce input parameters for the credibility model construction such as lists of 
information producers and geographic features’ IDs. The parameters enable the credibility 
application program to construct a credibility model automatically. The credibility application 
program includes three modules: model construction, parameter learning, and credibility 
assessment.  
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Figure 12: The architecture of the credibility assessment framework   
 
After a credibility model is built, the probability parameters of the model can be calibrated by 
running the parameter-learning module if a database of relevant cases is available for the 
established model. Whenever an entity of VGI is verified by users of this framework, emergency 
officers or verified volunteers (as either positive or negative evidence), the credibility assessment 
module can be invoked through the web user interface (Figure 13) to update beliefs of the 
credibility model. The user interface plays a key role not only in map control, but also in database 
management. Users can directly retrieve and interact with the credibility information stored in the 
DB through the user interface. Also, updated credibility information is stored in the DB resulting in 
updates in the map server so that the updated credibility information is represented in the map 
application. 
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Figure 13: The user interface of the credibility assessment framework 
 
4.2  Implementation 
The implementation of the framework uses several technologies to effectively collect, process, 
store, and represent the suites of credibility information depicted in Figure 12. The specific 
technologies are noted within parentheses in the figure. Also, the implementation and update 
process of the credibility model is introduced in Figure 14. The input parameters for constructing a 
credibility model are created by geo-processing VGI entities in ArcGIS 10 (ESRI Inc. 2010). However, 
any other GIS software equipped with spatial analysis functionalities can be used. This pre-
processing step is associated with producing lists of volunteers, geographic features’ IDs, their 
damage status, and authorship explaining the producer and his/her products. The application 
program for credibility model construction utilizes the input parameters and creates a credibility 
model.  
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Figure 14: The flow diagram of implementation and update of the credibility model 
 
SMILE API, C++ library for graphical probabilistic models is used as a BN library to create a 
credibility model, to update credibility of VGI entities, and to learn probability parameters from the 
data. All credibility application programs are written in C++ language (Stroustrup 1979) so that 
SMILE API can be natively embedded into the application programs. VGI and its credibility-related 
information are stored in a PostgreSQL database (Stonebraker 1986). To enable spatial 
functionalities of the database, PostGIS, a spatial extension of the PostgreSQL, is incorporated into 
the framework.  
Whenever a framework user verifies any VGI feature in terms of its damage status, related 
information is stored in the database and is used as evidence of a credibility update process. The 
application program for credibility update calculates the credibility of VGI entities and its 
contributors, and this updated credibility triggers updates of old credibility information on the 
database to new one. GeoServer (Hranac et al. 2001) works as a map server to publish Web Map 
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Service (WMS), a standard protocol for serving georeferenced map images over the Internet, from 
the database to the end users. The overall functionalities of the credibility assessment framework 
are implemented in PHP programming language (Lerdorf 1995). PHP was chosen because of its 
powerful flexibility: PHP can communicate with all elements of the implemented framework. The 
functionalities of an interactive map display and user-interface, a link to external application 
programs, and PostgreSQL database integration are enabled by incorporating OpenLayers API 
(MetaCarta 2005). For more information on specific software development, refer to Appendix B 
(pp.70-86) containing the software code that implements credibility assessment functionalities 
with using SMILE API. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTS 
 
This chapter evaluates the credibility model and associated framework by simulating the 
process of credibility assessments of the OSM data from the Haiti earthquake. After the processes of 
data collection and pre-processing are explained in section 5.1, more details on the methodology of 
experiments are described in section 5.2. The procedures of simulations and the results of the 
credibility assessment will be explained in sections 5.3 and 5.4. 
 
5.1  Data preparation 
For the experiments, VGI entities covering the central region of Haiti around Port-au-Prince, the 
capital and largest city of Haiti, are extracted from OSM. There are several categories such as 
building, road, boundary, and land use classification in OSM data, but only buildings are extracted 
for damage assessment. Volunteers are still updating the VGI entities of OSM covering Haiti, so it is 
important to decide the timeframe for the data extraction. If the most lately updated version is used 
for experiments, it may not be an appropriate source to simulate an immediate credibility 
assessment of VGI just after the earthquake. The contents of OSM may have already been revised 
repeatedly for more than three years. Therefore, it is crucial to choose an appropriate timeframe 
when volunteers were actively contributing without enough time for revision. Moreover, any 
official reports on damage should not be released at the point of extraction, as they can affect the 
content of volunteered information. For these reasons, the data set as of March 17, 2010 is selected 
for the simulation of the credibility assessment. At that time, volunteers were actively contributing 
as geographic information producers, and a series of Joint Remote Sensing Damage Assessment 
Databases were first released on Mar 18, 2010 by the United Nations' Institute for Training and 
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Research (UNITAR)/Operational Satellite Applications Programme (UNOSAT), the European 
Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC), and the World Bank.  
The coordinates for these houses were recorded in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) in 
North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83) Zone 16N. The extracted data from OSM need to be edited 
before being populated in the database, as they contain unnecessary information for the credibility 
model as well as miss an attribute for recording the credibility value of VGI. Consequently, 
attributes such as osm_id (the unique id for OSM data), name, type, status, and user are left and all 
other attributes are discarded. A new attribute named as credibility is added to the extracted data 
for storing estimated credibility value. Contributors of VGI often make redundant reports on the 
same geographic feature, but OSM assigns a unique key called osm_id to every OSM object. 
Therefore, some geographic features can have overlapping OSM reports, and the overlapping 
reports have different osm_ids. In our credibility model, osm_id is used as an attribute to 
distinguish different geographic features, and user information is additionally utilized to 
distinguish different reports on the same geographic feature. Thus, the attribute of osm_id needs to 
be pre-processed, so that the reports on the same geographic feature have the same osm_id. A 
method of spatial selection of ArcGIS has been utilized for the pre-processing process to identify 
OSM objects that are located in the same position and to assign them the same osm_id. Finally, the 
pre-processed data are used to create the credibility model by producing input parameters such as 
lists of information producers, geographic features’ IDs, and their damage status, and are populated 
into the geodatabase. 
 
5.2  Methodology 
Damage assessments, especially of buildings, are crucial in a phase of earthquake response, as 
human casualties are primarily caused by building collapse (Coburn et al. 2002). Having capabilities 
to make rapid damage assessments will substantially help emergency operations (Saito et al. 2004; 
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N. Kerle 2010). Therefore, it is meaningful to ameliorate procedures of damage assessments by 
establishing the credibility assessment framework of this thesis research from the humanitarian 
aide point of view. It is also important to focus on damage assessments for simulation from the 
practical point of view. The credibility model requires evidence, at least, on partial entities of VGI, 
so that the validated parts of VGI can be used to update the credibility of the rest of VGI entities. 
Thus, it is crucial to have objective criteria to assess the credibility of VGI from evidence. VGI can be 
properly validated from evidence by focusing on an objective aspect of the credibility model such as 
building damage status. In terms of other aspects such as motivation, competence, and opportunity 
of the credibility model, it is difficult to make an objective evaluation on them through this research. 
The lists of the Ushahidi crisis-mapping team and veteran OSM volunteers can be shared with 
emergency management agencies, and the lists of expert volunteers conducting ground surveys can 
be in a roster of the agencies (Heinzelman and Waters 2010). These kinds of lists or rosters would 
be one of the limited resources to validate volunteers’ motivation, competence, and opportunity 
from an objective point of view. In the case of this simulation, however, the access to these lists 
and/or rosters is limited. Therefore, the simulation of this research for the credibility assessment 
focused on the objective evaluation of damage status.  
Several research studies have addressed standards for damage assessments such as the 
European Macroseismic (EMS) scale (Grünthal 1998) and UN housing damage classification (Voigt 
et al. 2007) to classify the damage level of buildings (Figure 15) for objective damage assessments. 
For the simulation, parts of VGI entities in the geodatabase are randomly selected and verified by 
interpreting the damage status of the chosen entities based on the EMS scale with very high-
resolution satellite images. The reason why the EMS scale is used is that it is a widely used standard 
and, thus, the official data for verification, explained in following section, for the simulation is also 
based on the EMS scale. 
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Figure 15:  A classification of damage to buildings based on EMS scale (from N. Kerle 2011) 
 
Although ground surveys may be the best approach to validate the damage assessments of VGI, 
it requires a great amount of time and labor. It is not feasible to have immediate damage 
assessments by ground surveys because of the chaos caused by the disaster. Instead of ground 
surveys, image analysis techniques with satellite images can be applied for the verification. The 
techniques can be categorized into two groups: quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis (Saito 
et al. 2004). The former can be understood as analysis using computational algorithms such as 
automatic change detection and land use classification, and the latter can be deemed analysis 
relying on human vision and brains to recognize and understand objects (Saito et al. 2004). Many 
previous studies (Chiroiu and Andre 2002; Saito et al. 2004; Voigt et al. 2007) have demonstrated 
that the latter technique of visual interpretation has better capabilities to detect severely damaged 
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buildings with high-resolution images such as IKONOS and Quickbird-2 (1.0 and 0.61m 
panchromatic resolution, respectively) than the former technique does. Although there has been a 
lot of progress in quantitative analysis, visual interpretation by humans is still essential to ensure 
the accuracy and reliability of the analysis result (Castoldi et al. 2010).  
With the latest very high-resolution satellite images such as Wordview-2 and Geoeye-1 (0.46 
and 0.41m panchromatic resolution, respectively), moreover, the detection of collapsed buildings at 
the level of individuals has been far improved (N. Kerle 2011). The accuracy of image-based 
structural damage mapping, especially when damage is severe and extensive, is enhanced with very 
high-resolution imagery (N. Kerle 2010). To be clear, visual interpretation can be defined as 
“interpretation of images based on the feature’s tone, pattern, shape, size, shadow, texture and 
association” (Saito et al. 2004). Fortunately, post-quake satellite images with very high resolution 
are donated by GeoEye, a for-profit satellite image provider, to be used by the public. The GeoEye-1 
satellite images on January 13, 2010, at 15:27Z could be acquired from Google Crisis Response9. The 
panchromatic resolution of donated GeoEye-1 image is 0.41m, and its multispectral resolution is 
1.65m. GeoEye-1 has the highest resolution of any commercial imaging system and its multispectral 
bands provide additional information on the feature’s tone and texture. Accordingly, a visual 
interpretation technique is chosen as a method of verifying parts of VGI entities to put evidence 
while updating belief in the credibility model of BN. Based on the EMS scale, the damage of Grade 4 
(very heavy damage) and Grade 5 (destruction) are only considered “damaged” status of 
interpreted individual buildings. Damage levels under Grade 3 are hard to identify from the vertical 
perspective of satellite images, because evaluation of those levels is related to the field perspective 
such as cracks in the walls. In summary, the reports by volunteers are randomly selected and 
                                                             
9 Web site: http://www.google.com/relief/haitiearthquake/geoeye.html 
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verified by interpreting GeoEye-1 satellite images in terms of damage status of buildings, and the 
credibility of VGI and its contributors are updated by executing the credibility application program.  
As mentioned earlier, the Joint Remote Sensing Damage Assessment Database was produced by 
three official agencies. It aims to support Post Disaster Needs Assessment and Recovery Framework 
(PDNA) by the Haitian government and other international societies. The damage assessment of 
PDNA was not only done by interpreting very high-resolution satellite images such as GeoEye-1 and 
Quickbird-2, but was also done by interpreting airborne images which have 0.15m panchromatic 
resolution (Castoldi et al. 2010). Moreover, JRC, UNOSAT, and the National Geospatial Information 
Centre (CNIGS) representing the Haiti Government did ground surveys later to validate the PDNA 
report. According to the ground surveys, the overall accuracy of the PDNA report is 87% when 
applying two-class damage classifications that categorize the damage into two basic types: the 
“damaged status“ representing the EMS scales of grade 4 and 5 and “non-damaged status” meaning 
the EMS scales of grade 0, 1, 2, and 3 (Shankar et al. 2010). For these reasons, the Joint Remote 
Sensing Damage Assessment Database with the two-class damage classification is considered a 
reliable resource to examine the simulated result by the credibility assessment framework. 
 
5.3  Experiment for macroscopic analysis 
The remaining procedure is to examine the utility of the credibility model by comparing the 
damage assessments from the original OSM data, the simulated OSM data for credibility assessment, 
and the PDNA report. For microscopic verification of the experiment results, we need to separately 
compare the original OSM data and the simulated result with the PDNA reports to verify whether 
the credibility model is useful as an effective damage assessment process for disaster management. 
OSM data before and after applying the credibility model should be inspected to see detailed effects 
of the credibility model in the microscopic perspective. The scope of this experiment is constrained 
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to Port-au-Prince and its vicinities in terms of the coverage. How the individual VGI entities interact 
with the credibility model will be closely reviewed in this section.  
 As the boundary of this experiment is narrowed down to the coverage of GeoEye-1 satellite 
images released to the public, 6,059 reports of OSM are left. Among them, again, only 632 reports of 
OSM are selected, because we need VGI entities having information on damage status of building. 
Although the coverage of the PDNA report for verification is far larger than GeoEye-1 satellite 
images, it is advantageous to have both of them to observe changes in individual data entities 
closely. In case the number of samples is small, minor errors can cause a big difference in the result. 
As little parts of data are reviewed in terms of its damage status, we need to increase accuracy of 
the PDNA report, generally 87%, to ensure the real status of damage. Hence, the PDNA report has 
been reexamined and partly edited to increase its accuracy. Each entity of the PDNA report has 
been examined with GeoEye-1 satellite images based on the EMS scale. 
There are 62 contributors providing 632 volunteered reports from the OSM data. Because the 
credibility of the reports mainly depends on their contributor’s credibility (see figure 4 and 5), it is 
better to verify at least one report for every contributor, and two is preferable. Among 632 
volunteered reports, 101 reports are randomly selected to include at least one report per every 
volunteer for verifying the veracity of the reports on the status of damage. Volunteered reports are 
checked on the damage status depending on the EMS scale with GeoEye-1 satellite images. If an 
OSM report is correct, the report is checked as ‘true’ in the credibility model. If an OSM report is 
incorrect, the report is checked as ‘false’ in the credibility model. After the verification process, the 
credibility model is run to estimate credibility of the rest of reports that are not selected for the 
verification.  By spatially joining the OSM data with the PDNA report, differences on the damage 
status of buildings before and after applying the credibility model can be identified. As we can see 
from confusion matrices in Table 4, there are 36 reports that do not match the damage status up 
with the PDNA reports from the original OSM data. 30 reports among them become identical to the 
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PDNA reports by estimating credibility and thus there remain only 6 OSM reports mismatching 
with the PDNA reports as in Table 5. The overall accuracy has been increased from 94.3% to 99.05% 
by applying the credibility model. The credibility of volunteers is initially set to 0.496as we can see 
in section 3.3. After the simulation of credibility, the mean value of credibility of volunteers 
becomes 0.549, and its standard deviation is 0.119.  
 
 OSM data (predicted class) 
damaged Non-damaged 
PDNA report 
(actual class) 
damaged 596 0 
Non-damaged 36 0 
Table 4: Confusion matrix between the OSM data and the PDNA report in 
terms of damage assessments before  applying the credibility model 
 
 
Simulated OSM data  
(predicted class) 
damaged Non-damaged 
PDNA report 
(actual class) 
damaged 596 0 
Non-damaged 6 30 
  Table 5: Confusion matrix between the simulated OSM data and the PDNA 
report in terms of damage assessments after applying the credibility 
model 
 
5.4 Experiment for macroscopic analysis 
The experiment in the previous section intended to explain the benefits of the credibility model 
in the microscopic perspective. Above all, it covered a small area in Haiti, and focused on the 
detailed activities of the individual OSM entities affected by the credibility model. However, it is 
hard to recognize overall geographic patterns of the damage and characteristics of the credibility 
model by inspecting individual-level data.  Instead of observing the data on the individual level 
characteristics of separate entities have been aggregated into larger unit, cells of a grid, for 
macroscopic analysis. In this section, individual VGI entities have been decomposed and then 
generalized into a larger unit to observe the experiment results from the macroscopic point of view. 
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By inspecting effects of the credibility model both from the macroscopic and microscopic 
perspective, the experiments will contribute to understanding the benefits and values of the 
credibility model designed in this thesis. All of the available VGI entities from OSM were extracted 
as far as their geographic locations are within the PDNA report’s coverage. Unlike the microscopic 
analysis, the PDNA report has not been reexamined, and the original PDNA report is used for the 
verification. Therefore the entities beyond the PDNA report’s coverage are not utilized for the 
experiment, as the utility of the credibility model is hard to demonstrate without the PDNA report.  
One particular approach for macroscopic analysis is that we utilize all OSM reports regardless 
of having information on damage status of building. For microscopic analysis, we only extract OSM 
reports having information on damage status. As we can see in table 4 and 5, Volunteers may 
populate the status field if the building seems to be damaged. All of OSM reports having information 
on damage status within the experiment scope indicate that they are damaged buildings. Moreover, 
the overall accuracy of OSM reports within the boundary of GeoEye-1 images is 94.3% even before 
we apply the credibility model. Astonishingly, it is more accurate than the overall accuracy of the 
PDNA report, 87%. We can infer that volunteers may report the damage status in case that damage 
on building is certain. Comparatively easy access to Port-au-Prince, in which there are international 
port and airport, after the earthquake can be another reason to have accurate volunteered 
information. However, only 4.54% of OSM reports have information on damage status. If OSM 
reports having information on damage status are only utilized, the benefit from the amount of 
geographic information enabled by volunteers can be reduced. Therefore, this research assumes 
that a volunteered report without information on damage status has implication of undamaged 
status of building, and assigns the value of ‘undamaged’ to the status attribute. In this way, this 
research can not only verify utility of the credibility model from macroscopic perspective, but also 
investigate the assumption on how to deal with missing values on status attribute.  
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The study area is divided into grids for the grid-based damage assessment. Several research 
studies have proposed different sizes of grids for damage assessments. McCay (2003) and Satio et al. 
(2004) suggested a 300m×300m grid, Ahola et al. (2007) proposed a 250m×250m grid format, and 
Su et al. (2005) used a grid resolution of 40m×40m depending on the study areas and the resolution 
of data sources. In particular, Satio et al. (2004) asserted that the grid size of 300m×300m is the 
right size to inspect an area at a single glance with human eyes and to fit a 19-inch monitor when 
zoomed in to the scale of 1:2,500 in which individual level of buildings can be easily identified. Each 
grid square is assigned with a damage level according to the percentage of the collapsed and 
severely damaged buildings visible within a grid square, resulting in a grid-based damage 
assessment map of Haiti. The legend of each grid is appointed on predefined criteria from the 
research of Satio et al. as listed in Table 6, as their research successfully demonstrated the utility of 
grid-based damage assessments by deriving a general damage pattern with these criteria. The grid 
size of this research is selected as 500m×500m instead of the size proposed by Satio el al. because 
of the spatial frequency of OSM data. The size of the study area is approximately 60.4km×29.8km, 
and there are 30,581 VGI features from OSM. If the grid size of 300m×300m is used as Satio et al. 
(2004) proposed, there are only 1.53 features per grid on average. This small number of features 
cannot produce meaningful statistics for the damage level classification of Table 6. With the grid 
size of 500m×500m, about four VGI features are included per each grid, and this size better fits with 
the interval of the damage level classification (table 6). 
 
Percentage of collapsed buildings 
(grade 4 and grade 5 of EMS scale) within a grid square 
Assigned 
damage level 
Fill color 
0-25% 1 Light gray 
25-50% 2 Gray 
50-75% 3 Dark gray 
75-100% 4 Black 
No building/water 0 Transparent 
Table 6  Damage level classification method (from Saito et al. 2004) 
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 The level of damage of an individual grid square is calculated using the following equation: 
 
  (
 
   
) x 100                                                                            (7) 
 
where A is the number of buildings that were visually interpreted as destructed (grade 5) or heavily 
damaged (grade 4) within a grid, B is the number of buildings that were visually interpreted as non-
damaged or moderately damaged (grade 1, grade 2, and grade 3), and C is the percentage of 
destructed or heavily damaged buildings among the total number of buildings.  
To assess credibility of VGI, it is required to collect evidence on parts of VGI entities as 
explained earlier. For macroscopic analysis, 620 volunteered reports, which are about 2% of the 
entire OSM entities, are randomly selected.  They are verified in terms of the damage status of 
buildings by interpreting GeoEye-1 satellite images based on an EMS scale. Then, the credibility of 
information and its contributors are updated by executing the application program for credibility 
assessment.  The damage assessments from the original OSM data, the simulated OSM data for 
credibility assessment, and the PDNA report are compared in terms of the difference in patterns 
and proportions of damaged buildings to see whether the credibility model and its verification 
process enhance the credibility assessment procedures for VGI. If the credibility of VGI can be 
ensured in a stage of emergency response, it can be further utilized for emergency response 
operations.  
The results of the damage assessments from the original OSM data, the simulated OSM data, 
and the PDNA report are shown in Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18, respectively.  The grid size is 
500m×500m, and the level of damage is calculated by equation 7 as explained above.  
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Figure 16: A damage assessment from the original OSM data 
 
The OSM data and the PDNA report have different levels of coverage and frequency. The OSM 
data covers a wider range, although the PDNA report focuses more on populated areas such as Port-
au-Prince. The PDNA report has 277,158 entities in it, while the OSM data has 30,581 volunteered 
reports. The grid cells without the level of damage are assigned the value of  “-1” instead of having 
the value of infinity presented by equation 7 when its denominator has zero value. In figures, the 
cells with the value of “-1” is assigned a transparent color to differentiate them from the cells with 
the level of damage varying from light gray to black. Light gray stands for grid cells interpreted as 
damage level 1, meaning that 0–25% of the buildings suffered severe damage or total collapse (D4 
or D5); gray, 25–50%; dark gray, 50 –75%; and black, 75 –100% as explained in table 5. 
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Figure 17: A damage assessment from the simulated OSM data for credibility assessment 
 
The damage assessment from the simulation of the credibility model presents several results 
showing that the credibility assessment framework can enhance the utility of VGI. The original OSM 
data has only 5.08% of damaged buildings in total, and this percentage is increased to 14.42% after 
assessing the credibility. The PDNA report reveals that 19.69% of buildings are severely damaged 
or collapsed. The credibility assessment has trebled the percentage of damaged buildings, and it 
becomes similar to the PDNA report in 73.24%. The mean value of the percentage of damaged 
buildings in grid cells is calculated as 9.51% from the original OSM data. It is also enlarged to 22.79% 
after applying the credibility model. In the case of the PDNA reports, the mean value is estimated at 
63.12%. For reference, only 837 cells are overlapped by each other among 7,200 grids made for the 
damage assessments from the OSM data and the PDNA report, because their coverage is different. 
The statistics about the experiments is summarized in Table 7.  
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Figure 18: A damage assessment from the PDNA report 
 
 Percentage of 
damaged buildings 
(in total) 
Mean of percentage of 
damaged buildings 
(in cells) 
Standard deviation of percentage 
of damaged buildings 
(in cells) 
OSM data 5.08 9.51 25.27 
Credibility 
Estimation 
14.42 22.79 38.15 
PDNA report 19.69 63.12 42.62 
Table 7  Statistics of damage assessment from the original OSM data, the credibility assessment, and 
the PDNA report 
 
 The pattern of damage from the experiments is another factor to notice for observing the 
utility of the credibility model. There are 107 cells having damage level 4 by the classification of 
Table 5 in the original OSM data, and the number of cells having damage level 4 is increased to 275 
by applying the credibility estimation. In the PDNA report, 436 cells have damage level 4. When 
considering the statistics of Table 6 together, we can surmise that the OSM data have a tendency to 
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downscale the degree of damage, and the credibility model has overcome the tendency of 
downscaling considerably. Moreover, we can observe that the pattern of damage in the original 
OSM data converges with the pattern of damage in the PDNA report after assessing credibility.  In 
Figure 16, the damage is concentrated in the center area like Port-au-Prince. However, the damage 
seems to be spread out to the surrounding areas such as Delmas, Petion-Ville, and Gressier in 
Figure 18. It can be perceived that the severely damaged area from the credibility assessment in 
Figure 17 spans from the severely damaged area in Figure 16 to the neighboring areas in Figure 18.   
 To examine the spatial correlation between the damage patterns from the original OSM data, 
the simulated OSM data for credibility assessment, and the PDNA report, Geographically Weighted 
Regression (GWR) can be utilized. GWR is a method to analyze spatially varying relationships of the 
variables (Fotheringham et al. 2003). In short, GWR is a spatially calibrated regression model. So 
we can expect that it can capture spatial dependency in regression analysis. GWR provides a local 
model of the variable or process you are trying to understand/predict by fitting a regression 
equation to every geographical feature in the dataset. This allows an assessment of the spatial 
heterogeneity or homogeneity between the independent and dependent variables. The weights are 
chosen such that those observations near a point of interest in space where the parameter 
estimates are desired have more influence on the result than observations further away.  
To apply GWR, the percentages of damaged buildings from the original OSM data, the 
credibility assessment of the OSM data, and the PDNA report have been spatially joined into the 
same grid by ArcGIS. The first GWR analysis is performed to analyze the spatial relationship of the 
damage between the original OSM data and the PDNA report (Figure 19). The second analysis is 
done to interpret the spatial relationship of the damage between the simulated OSM data and the 
PDNA report (Figure 20). 
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Figure 19: A map showing GWR analysis between the OSM data and the PDNA report 
 
To see whether the credibility model enhances the spatial correlation between the OSM data 
and the PDNA report, we need to look at the value of R-squared (  ) and the Akaike Information 
Criterion (AICc).   is a well-known measure of goodness of fit in regression analysis. Its value 
varies from 0.0 to 1.0. Higher values represent more correlation between the dependent variable 
and the independent variable or variables. We might see R-squared values like 0.54, for instance, 
which we can interpret by saying that this model explains 54% of the variation in the dependent 
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Figure 20: A map showing GWR analysis between the credibility estimation and the PDNA report 
 
variable. Another major measure of goodness of fit that is used extensively in GWR is the corrected 
Akaike Information Criterion (Hurvich et al. 1998). Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) does not 
provide an absolute measure as R-squared does, but provides a relative measure considered to be 
an information distance between the models (Charlton et al. 2009). Two individual models are 
generally regarded as equivalent, if the difference between the two AICc values is less than 3 
(Charlton et al. 2009). The value of AICc can be unexpectedly large or negative, but what matters is 
not the amount of difference between the AICc with which we are concerned, but the difference 
itself (Charlton et al. 2009).  
 In the case of R-squared, it is measured as 0.7374 when carrying out the GWR analysis 
between the original OSM data and the PDNA report, and the value is increased to 0.7453 when 
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being applied to the simulated OSM data and the PDNA report. The result indicates that the patterns 
of damaged buildings are more correlated by applying the credibility model. The value of AICc is 
evaluated as 7532.94 when executing the GWR analysis between the original OSM data and the 
PDNA report, and it is decreased to 7511.29 when being applied to the simulated OSM data and the 
PDNA report. The decreased value of AICc represents shorter information distance between the 
models by assessing the credibility of VGI. It can be concluded that the credibility model increases 
spatial correlation of damage patterns between the OSM data and the PDNA report by observing 
two measures of goodness of fit in regression analysis. However, the improvement by the 
credibility model is not as satisfactory as microscopic analysis. We can predict some reasons for the 
unexpected result. First of all, spatial frequency of OSM reports is pretty low. In average, only four 
reports reside in a cell of the grid. Second, the volunteers may be more interested in the urban area, 
Port-au-Prince, than its vicinities affected severely by the earthquake. The original OSM 
datab(Figure 16) indicates that the damaged is centralized in Port-au-Prince, while the PDNA 
report (Figure 18) shows that its vicinities get affected more. The simulated OSM data (Figure 17) 
shows an interim stage converging from the original OSM data to the PDNA report. Therefore, 
spatial correlation cannot be promoted as much as our expectation. Finally, the overall accuracy of 
the PDNA report, 87%, can be another reason. It is the best resource for verification within the 
scope of thesis research, but has some limitation as a source of verification. For further 
development of this research, these limitations should be considered to have better results of 
macroscopic analysis. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 
 
This thesis has investigated a model for assessing the credibility of volunteered geographic 
information in emergency response. The general concept of quality as well as the specific concept of 
credibility in GIScience has been traced to clarify the definition of credibility. The credibility 
assessment framework based on open-source software is established to enhance the process of 
credibility assessment.  Through a set of experiments, the thesis aims to verify the benefit and 
efficiency added to the process of damage assessment by integrating credibility assessment 
capabilities with VGI.  The experiments have not only demonstrated detailed effects on the 
individual OSM data by the credibility model, but also showed the variation of the overall damage 
patterns in a macroscopic perspective. 
VGI had limited capabilities to be directly used in emergency management due to problems 
caused by its uncertain credibility, although it can promote the amount and speed of the provision 
of relevant information. For example, if multiple wildfires spread over California, the public in the 
affected areas and around the world can produce volunteered geographic information to aid relief 
efforts with the help of GPS-equipped mobile devices. However, the credibility of volunteered 
reports might be unreliable that VGI per se cannot be directly used for emergency management. 
The credibility assessment framework of this thesis established a systematic approach to 
estimating the credibility of VGI by the credibility model based on Bayesian networks to overcome 
inherent limitation of VGI. The framework is also equipped with capabilities to process, store, and 
visualize relevant information through open-source software. The framework can be deployed as a 
real web service so that information entities from web applications for VGI such as OSM, Ushahidi, 
and Wikimapia are extracted into it. Emergency officers or certified volunteers are only approved 
to access, and to assess the credibility of collected volunteered reports by gathering evidence. This 
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triaged information, however, can be open to public to be utilized for emergency responses. The 
credibility assessment framework can be further developed to be used as an API in Social Network 
Service (SNS) such as twitter, so that the powerful social network of SNS users can be converted 
into a network of relief in emergency. The framework presented in this thesis can be applied to 
larger or more complex emergency instances, and promises to result in many rescue resources and 
human efforts saved. 
Fundamental challenges for further improvement of the framework lie partly in expanding the 
scalability of the credibility model. Bayesian networks are utilized as a logical foundation for the 
credibility model of this thesis, as BN has been researched for several centuries in the field of logical 
inference. However, the scalability of BN can be a barrier for applying the credibility model to a 
more massive disaster. The complex links of BN in the credibility model cause computationally 
intensive problems while updating beliefs of BN.  About 35,000 nodes and 80,000 links are 
successfully created in the credibility model using the SMILE API. Around 100,000 nodes are the 
maximum capacity that can be supported by SMILE API depending on the complexity of the 
network.  One hundred thousand is not a small capacity to support VGI entities in emergency 
response. Nevertheless, the scalability should be taken into account to design the credibility model. 
Parallel algorithms for implementing Bayesian networks need to be developed, and the 
cyberinfrastructure approach encompassing the parallel and distributed computing environment 
should be considered for the future development. 
Another issue is that the experiments do not test subjective aspects of the credibility model 
such as motivation and competence due to the lack of related information. The performance of the 
credibility model could be better observed if objective evidence on the motivation and competence 
of volunteers, such as lists of officially certified volunteers, was acquired. In the case of this thesis 
research, however, the access to these kinds of lists is limited.  Experts’ knowledge, literature, 
statistics, and databases for estimating probability parameters of the credibility model are also 
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insufficient, because VGI as well as credibility are recently launched research areas. Although the 
parameters have been calibrated by hundreds of the credibility model runs, it is still challenging to 
figure out prior and conditional probabilities for the specific credibility model of this thesis 
research. The application program developed for learning parameters with the EM algorithm can be 
utilized to derive improved probability parameters in the future, if a database that is germane to 
the credibility model of this thesis appears. 
In conclusion, a set of VGI benefits emergency response procedures if its credibility is properly 
derived via the credibility assessment framework.  Compared to prior disaster management 
systems without the capability to process the credibility of VGI, this thesis argues that having the 
ability to handle it not only helps emergency management officers to handle the crisis more 
efficiently, but also provides an effective means in which individual volunteers participate to 
contribute valuable geographic information. This research contends that by introducing capabilities 
to assess the credibility of VGI into the procedures of producing geographic information by general 
public, a democratization of geographic information from a traditional top-down process to a 
revolutionary bottom-up process will be further promoted. Further work of continuing this 
direction of credibility research of VGI could involve refining components of the credibility model, 
providing more precise probability parameters, or extending scalability of the credibility model and 
its assessment framework to cyberinfrastructure-based approach for responding to emergencies 
and disasters. 
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APPENDIX A: THE EM-ALGORITHM  
FOR BAYESIAN NETWORKS 
 
The below processes of EM algorithm has been cited from a book, “Bayesian networks and 
decision graphs” by Jensen and Nielsen (2007) and used for developing a program for parameter 
learning. 
 
For the description, assume that a model structure B over the variables Ų = {  ,  ,   }, and let 
     denote the parameter corresponding to the conditional probability P(     |  a(  )   ), i.e., 
the conditional probability for variable   being in its kth state given the jth configuration of the 
parents of  . Using this notation we can find a maximum likelihood estimate,  ̂    for the 
parameters      given a data set Ɗ = {  ,  ,   } with m cases as follows: 
 
The EM algorithm 
1. choose an   > 0 to regulate the stopping criterion. 
2. Let    = {    }, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i ≤ k ≤ |sp(  )| - 1, and 1 ≤ j ≤ |sp(pa(  ))|, be some initial 
estimates of the parameters (chosen arbitrarily). 
3. set t  0. 
4. repeat: 
 Expectation step: For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n calculate the table of expected counts: 
   
  
  
[ (  ,   (  ))|Ɗ]  
 
 
∑  
  Ɗ
  (  ,   (  )| ,  
 )
 
. 
 Maximization step: Use the expected counts as if they were actual counts to calculate a new 
maximum likelihood estimate for all     : 
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    ̂     = 
 
  
[ (    ,  (  )  )|Ɗ 
∑    
|  (  )|
   
[ (    ,  (  )  )|Ɗ 
. 
 Set        ̂ and t  t+1. 
 Until |    P(Ɗ|  ) -     P(Ɗ|    )| ≤  . 
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APPENDIX B: APPLICATION PROGRAM  
SOURCE CODE 
 
This appendix contains all source code for the credibility model. The code is written in C++ and 
was developed in the Microsoft Visual Studio. The source code uses the SMILE API to 1) construct 
the credibility model, 2) update beliefs of the credibility model, and 3) learn probability 
parameters of the credibility model. The code for parameter learning has been mostly adopted 
from an example code on the Decision Systems Laboratory website (http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/wiki/). 
For brevity, code for web and user interface, written in PHP, was not included, as constructing the 
interface is not directly relevant to the credibility research. 
 
Model Construction  
 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "smile.h"//include SMILE API 
#include <iostream>; 
#include <fstream>; 
#include <string>; 
#include <cstring>; 
using namespace std; 
 
//create variables for constructing a credibility model 
string facility_name[40000] ;  
int facility_line_num; 
string volunteer_name[500] ; 
int volunteer_line_num; 
string arc_link[120000];  
int arc_line_num; 
 
//read pre-processed files to construct the credibility model 
void ReadEvidenceInput(void){ 
 
string tmp; 
 int k=0 ; 
 
 //read osm_id, user's name, and damage status(damaged or undamaged) 
 //In this file, there can be several users with the same osm_id, as volunteers can make redundant 
//reports on the same facility 
 ifstream input("id_user_facility.txt");  
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 while(!input.eof()) { 
   
  for (int x = 0 ; x<3 ; x++) { 
   if (x<2) { 
    getline(input, tmp, '\t');//each column is divided by "Tab"  
    arc_link[3*k+x] = tmp; 
   } 
   else { 
    getline(input, tmp);//each row is divided by carriage return 
    arc_link[3*k+x] = tmp; 
   } 
  } 
   k++ ;  
 } 
 arc_line_num = k-1 ; 
 
 //read osm_id which is not redundant 
 k=0 ; 
 ifstream input2("facility.txt"); 
  
 while(!input2.eof()) { 
 
  getline(input2, tmp); 
  facility_name[k] = tmp; 
  k++ ; 
 
 facility_line_num = k-1 ; 
  
 //read user's name which is not redundant 
 k=0 ; 
 ifstream input3("user.txt"); 
  
 while(!input3.eof()) { 
 
  getline(input3, tmp); 
  volunteer_name[k] = tmp; 
  k++ ; 
 } 
 volunteer_line_num = k-1 ; 
} 
 
//create nodes for facility 
void CreateFacilityNode(void){  
  
 DSL_network theNet; 
 
 int length = facility_line_num ; 
 
 for (int i=0 ; i < length ; i++) { 
 
  string name = "Facility_" + facility_name[i] +"_Event" ; 
  int success = theNet.AddNode(DSL_CPT, (char *)(name.c_str())); 
  DSL_stringArray someNames; 
  someNames.Add("Truth"); 
  someNames.Add("False"); 
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  theNet.GetNode(success)->Definition()->SetNumberOfOutcomes(someNames); 
  
  DSL_doubleArray theProbs; 
  theProbs.SetSize(2); 
  theProbs[0] = 0.5;//set the probability parameters 
  theProbs[1] = 0.5; 
  theNet.GetNode(success)->Definition()->SetDefinition(theProbs); 
 } 
  
 theNet.WriteFile("credibility_model.xdsl");//create the credibility model file 
} ; 
 
//create nodes for volunteer 
void CreateVolunteerNode(void){  
 
 DSL_network theNet2; 
    theNet2.ReadFile("credibility_model.xdsl");//read the credibility model file 
 
 int length = volunteer_line_num ; 
 
 for (int i=0 ; i < length ; i++) { 
 
  //create nodes for volunteer's motivation 
  string name_dec = volunteer_name[i] +"_Intention" ; 
  int success_dec = theNet2.AddNode(DSL_CPT, (char *)(name_dec.c_str())); 
  DSL_stringArray someNames_dec; 
  someNames_dec.Add("Truth"); 
  someNames_dec.Add("False"); 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_dec)->Definition()->SetNumberOfOutcomes(someNames_dec); 
 
  DSL_doubleArray theProbs_dec; 
  theProbs_dec.SetSize(2); 
  theProbs_dec[0] = 0.8;//set the probability parameters 
  theProbs_dec[1] = 0.2; 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_dec)->Definition()->SetDefinition(theProbs_dec); 
 
  //create nodes for volunteer's competence 
  string name_comp = volunteer_name[i] +"_Competence" ; 
  int success_comp = theNet2.AddNode(DSL_CPT, (char *)(name_comp.c_str())); 
  DSL_stringArray someNames_comp; 
  someNames_comp.Add("Truth"); 
  someNames_comp.Add("False"); 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_comp)->Definition()->SetNumberOfOutcomes(someNames_comp); 
 
  DSL_doubleArray theProbs_comp; 
  theProbs_comp.SetSize(2); 
  theProbs_comp[0] = 0.55;//set the probability parameters 
  theProbs_comp[1] = 0.45; 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_comp)->Definition()->SetDefinition(theProbs_comp); 
 
  //create nodes for generic opportunity of volunteer 
  string name_opp = volunteer_name[i] +"_Opportunity" ; 
  int success_opp = theNet2.AddNode(DSL_CPT, (char *)(name_opp.c_str())); 
  DSL_stringArray someNames_opp; 
  someNames_opp.Add("Truth"); 
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  someNames_opp.Add("False"); 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_opp)->Definition()->SetNumberOfOutcomes(someNames_opp); 
 
  DSL_doubleArray theProbs_opp; 
  theProbs_opp.SetSize(2); 
  theProbs_opp[0] = 0.35;//set the probability parameters 
  theProbs_opp[1] = 0.65; 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_opp)->Definition()->SetDefinition(theProbs_opp); 
 } 
  
 int length2 = arc_line_num ; 
  
 //create nodes for report by volunteers 
 for (int i=0 ; i < length2 ; i++) { 
   
  if ( arc_link[3*i+2] == "damaged" ) {//if the status of facility is damaged 
string positive_report_node = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_" + "Facility_" + arc_link[3*i] + 
"_Positive_Report" ; 
   int positive_success = theNet2.AddNode(DSL_CPT, (char *)(positive_report_node.c_str())); 
   DSL_stringArray positive_someNames; 
   positive_someNames.Add("Truth"); 
   positive_someNames.Add("False"); 
   theNet2.GetNode(positive_success)->Definition()->        
   SetNumberOfOutcomes(positive_someNames); 
  } 
 
  else {//if the status of facility is not damaged 
string negative_report_node = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_" + "Facility_" + arc_link[3*i] + 
"_Negative_Report" ; 
   int negative_success = theNet2.AddNode(DSL_CPT, (char *)(negative_report_node.c_str())); 
   DSL_stringArray negative_someNames; 
   negative_someNames.Add("Truth"); 
   negative_someNames.Add("False"); 
   theNet2.GetNode(negative_success)->Definition()->        
   SetNumberOfOutcomes(negative_someNames); 
  } 
 
  //create nodes for specific opportunity to observe a facility 
  string name_opp_fac = arc_link[3*i+1] +"_Opportunity_for_Facility_" + arc_link[3*i]; 
  int success_opp_fac = theNet2.AddNode(DSL_CPT, (char *)(name_opp_fac.c_str())); 
  DSL_stringArray someNames_opp_fac; 
  someNames_opp_fac.Add("Truth"); 
  someNames_opp_fac.Add("False"); 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_opp_fac)->Definition()->SetNumberOfOutcomes(someNames_opp_fac); 
 
  DSL_doubleArray theProbs_opp_fac; 
  theProbs_opp_fac.SetSize(2); 
  theProbs_opp_fac[0] = 0.25;//set the probability parameters 
  theProbs_opp_fac[1] = 0.75; 
  theNet2.GetNode(success_opp_fac)->Definition()->SetDefinition(theProbs_opp_fac); 
 
 } 
 
 theNet2.WriteFile("credibility_model.xdsl");//update the credibility model file  
} ; 
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//create arcs between nodes on a BN 
void CreateArc(void) { 
 
 DSL_network theNet3; 
    theNet3.ReadFile("credibility_model.xdsl");//read the credibility model file 
  
 int length = arc_line_num ; 
 
 for (int i= 0 ; i < length ; i++) { 
 
  string from_node = "Facility_" + arc_link[3*i] + "_Event" ;//define the node from which an arc starts 
 
  if (arc_link[3*i+2] == "damaged" ) {//if the status of facility is damaged 
string positive_to_node = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_" + "Facility_" + arc_link[3*i] + 
"_Positive_Report" ;//define the node with which an arc ends 
   //find nodes on the BN 
   int from_success = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node.c_str()));  
   int positive_to_success = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(positive_to_node.c_str())); 
   
   //add an arc between two nodes 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success, positive_to_success); 
   
   //create arcs between nodes on the BN in the same way 
   string from_node_dec = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_Intention" ; 
   string from_node_comp = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_Competence" ; 
   string from_node_opp = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_Opportunity" ; 
   string from_node_opp_fac = arc_link[3*i+1] +"_Opportunity_for_Facility_" + arc_link[3*i]; 
   int from_success_dec = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_dec.c_str())); 
   int from_success_comp = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_comp.c_str())); 
   int from_success_opp = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_opp.c_str())); 
   int from_success_opp_fac = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_opp_fac.c_str())); 
 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_dec, positive_to_success); 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_comp, positive_to_success); 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_opp, positive_to_success); 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_opp_fac, positive_to_success); 
 
   //set conditional probabilities between parental nodes and child nodes 
   DSL_sysCoordinates theCoordinates (*theNet3.GetNode(positive_to_success)->Definition());  
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.94; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.06; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.87; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.13; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.9; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.1; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
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   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.92; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.08;  
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.78; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.22; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.76; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.24; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.58; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.42; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.94; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.06; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.74; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.26; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.72; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.28; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.57; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.43; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.57; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.43; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.55; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.45; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.4; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.6; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.14; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.86; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.17; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
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   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.83; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.17; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.83; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.28; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.72; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.13; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.87; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.36; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.64; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.12; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.88; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.23; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.77; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.23; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.77; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.33; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.67; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.19; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.81; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.31; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.69; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.3; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.7; 
   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.4; 
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   theCoordinates.Next(); 
   theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.6; 
   theCoordinates.Next();  
    
   } 
 
   else {//the same procedure is done when the status of facility is not damaged 
    
string negative_to_node = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_" + "Facility_" + arc_link[3*i] + 
"_Negative_Report" ; 
   int from_success = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node.c_str())); 
   int negative_to_success = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(negative_to_node.c_str())); 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success, negative_to_success); 
 
   string from_node_dec = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_Intention" ; 
   string from_node_comp = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_Competence" ; 
   string from_node_opp = arc_link[3*i+1] + "_Opportunity" ; 
   string from_node_opp_fac = arc_link[3*i+1] +"_Opportunity_for_Facility_" + arc_link[3*i]; 
   int from_success_dec = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_dec.c_str())); 
   int from_success_comp = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_comp.c_str())); 
   int from_success_opp = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_opp.c_str())); 
   int from_success_opp_fac = theNet3.FindNode((char *)(from_node_opp_fac.c_str())); 
 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_dec, negative_to_success); 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_comp, negative_to_success); 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_opp, negative_to_success); 
   theNet3.AddArc(from_success_opp_fac, negative_to_success); 
DSL_sysCoordinates negative_theCoordinates (*theNet3.GetNode(negative_to_success)-> 
Definition());  
   
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.14; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.86; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.17; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.83; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.17; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.83; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.28; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.72; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.13; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.87; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
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   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.36; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.64; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.12; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.88; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.23; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.77; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.23; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.77; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.33; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.67; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.19; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.81; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.31; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.69; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.3; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.7; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.4; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.6; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next();  
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.94; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.06; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.87; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.13; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.9; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.1; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
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   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.92; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.08;  
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.78; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.22; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.76; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.24; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.58; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.42; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.94; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.06; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.74; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.26; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.72; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.28; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.57; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.43; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.75; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.25; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.57; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.43; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.55; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.45; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.4; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
   negative_theCoordinates.UncheckedValue() = 0.6; 
   negative_theCoordinates.Next(); 
 
   } 
 } 
 
 theNet3.WriteFile("credibility_model.xdsl");//update the credibility model file 
} ; 
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int main() { 
 
 ReadEvidenceInput(); 
 CreateFacilityNode(); 
 CreateVolunteerNode(); 
 CreateArc(); 
} 
 
 
Credibility Assessment 
 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "smile.h"//include SMILE API 
#include <iostream>; 
#include <fstream>; 
#include <string>; 
#include <cstring>; 
using namespace std; 
 
//create variables for updating beliefs of the credibility model 
int lineNumber; 
string user_facility[120000]; 
int user_facility_num; 
string facility_name[40000]; 
int facilityNumber; 
 
 
void CountLine(void) { 
 
 string tmp; 
 int lineCount=0; 
 
 ifstream input("update_belief.txt");//read a pre-processed file to update the credibility model 
   
 //read osm_id, user's name, damage status(damaged or undamaged), evidences on the report, and etc. 
 while(!input.eof()) { 
   for (int x = 0 ; x<8 ; x++) { 
   if (x<7) { 
    getline(input, tmp, '\t');//each column is divided by "Tab" 
    evidence_input[8*lineCount+x] = tmp; 
   } 
   else { 
    getline(input, tmp);//each row is divided by carriage return 
    evidence_input[8*lineCount+x] = tmp; 
   } 
  } 
   ++lineCount; 
  } 
  lineNumber = lineCount -1 ; 
  
 int k=0 ; 
 ifstream input2("id_user_facility.txt");//read information on the credibility model 
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 while(!input2.eof()) { 
 
  for (int y = 0 ; y<3 ; y++) { 
   if (y < 2) { 
    getline(input2, tmp, '\t'); 
    user_facility[3*k+y] = tmp; 
   } 
   else { 
    getline(input2, tmp); 
    user_facility[3*k+y] = tmp; 
   } 
  } 
 
  ++k ; 
 } 
 user_facility_num = k - 1 ; 
  
 k=0 ; 
 ifstream input3("facility.txt");//read information on the credibility model 
  
 while(!input3.eof()) { 
 
  getline(input3, tmp); 
  facility_name[k] = tmp; 
  ++k ; 
 } 
 facilityNumber = k - 1 ;    
} 
 
void UpdateBelief(void) { 
 
    DSL_network theNet; 
    theNet.ReadFile("credibility_model.xdsl");//read the credibility model file 
     
    //use clustering algorithm 
 theNet.SetDefaultBNAlgorithm(DSL_ALG_BN_LAURITZEN); cout << "algorithm setting" ;  
    
    //update beliefs of the BN 
    theNet.UpdateBeliefs(); 
  
 int length = lineNumber ; 
     
  
 for (int i = 0 ; i < length ; i++ ) {  
 
  int evidence_number ; 
 
  //introduce the evidence 
  string positive_name ;  
  string negative_name ; 
  string name ; 
  int positive_set_evidence ; 
  int negative_set_evidence ; 
  int set_evidence; 
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  for (int m=3 ; m < 8 ; m++) {//evidence starts from 3rd column 
 
   //dummy setting in case that there is no envidence available 
   positive_set_evidence = 0 ; //0 is the index of state of "Truth" 
   negative_set_evidence = 0 ; //1 is the index of state of "False" 
   set_evidence = 0 ; 
   if ( evidence_input[8*i+m] == "Truth" )  {//if evidence is true 
     
    evidence_number = 0 ; 
 
    //find the column where evidence exist 
    if (m==3) { 
     if ( evidence_input[8*i+2] == "damaged" ) {//find a node related to evidence on the BN 
     positive_name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Facility_" + evidence_input[8*i] + 
     "_Positive_Report" ; 
     positive_set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(positive_name.c_str())); 
     cout << positive_name << "\t" << theNet.GetNode(positive_set_evidence)->Value()->
     SetEvidence(evidence_number) << endl; 
 
     } 
     else if ( evidence_input[8*i+2] == "undamaged" ) { 
     negative_name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Facility_" + evidence_input[8*i] + 
     "_Negative_Report" ; 
     negative_set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(negative_name.c_str())); 
     cout << negative_name << "\t" << theNet.GetNode(negative_set_evidence)->Value()->
     SetEvidence(evidence_number) << endl ;; 
     } 
     else continue ;//if there is no evidence, keep on searching for the next column 
    } 
    else if (m==4) { 
    name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Intention" ; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    } 
    else if (m==5) { 
    name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Competence" ; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    } 
    else if (m==7) { 
    name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Opportunity" ; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    } 
    else { 
    name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Opportunity_for_Facility_" + evidence_input[8*i]; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    } 
   } 
 
//the same procedure is done when the evidence is not true 
   else if ( evidence_input[8*i+m] == "False" ) { 
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    evidence_number = 1 ; 
 
    if (m==3) { 
     if (evidence_input[8*i+2] == "damaged" ) { 
     positive_name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Facility_" + evidence_input[8*i] + 
     "_Positive_Report" ; 
     positive_set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(positive_name.c_str())); 
     cout << positive_name << "\t" << theNet.GetNode(positive_set_evidence)->Value()->
     SetEvidence(evidence_number) << endl ; 
     } 
     else if ( evidence_input[8*i+2] == "undamaged" ) { 
     negative_name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Facility_" + evidence_input[8*i] + 
     "_Negative_Report" ; 
     negative_set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(negative_name.c_str())); 
     cout << negative_name << "\t" << theNet.GetNode(negative_set_evidence)->Value()->
     SetEvidence(evidence_number) << endl ; 
     } 
     else continue ; 
    } 
    else if (m==4) { 
    string name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Intention" ; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    } 
    else if (m==5) { 
    name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Competence" ; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    } 
    else if (m==6) { 
    name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Opportunity" ; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    }  
    else { 
    name = evidence_input[8*i+1] + "_Opportunity_for_Facility_" + evidence_input[8*i]; 
    set_evidence= theNet.FindNode((char *)(name.c_str())); 
    theNet.GetNode(set_evidence)->Value()->SetEvidence(evidence_number); 
    } 
   } 
   else continue;  
    
  } 
 }  
  
 // update the network again 
 theNet.UpdateBeliefs(); 
 
 int length2 = user_facility_num; 
 string positive_facility_soft_evidence; 
 string negative_facility_soft_evidence; 
 int positive_credibility_update; 
 int negative_credibility_update; 
 DSL_node *p_Node; 
 DSL_node *n_Node; 
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 DSL_nodeValue *p_NodeValue; 
 DSL_nodeValue *n_NodeValue; 
     
 //set the evidence which was input above as soft evidence 
 for (int i=0 ; i< length2 ; i++ ) { 
 
  if ( user_facility[3*i+2] == "damaged") { 
   
positive_facility_soft_evidence = user_facility[3*i+1] + "_Facility_" + user_facility[3*i] + 
"_Positive_Report" ; ; 
   positive_credibility_update= theNet.FindNode((char *)(positive_facility_soft_evidence.c_str())); 
   p_Node = theNet.GetNode(positive_credibility_update); 
   p_NodeValue = p_Node -> Value() ; 
 
   DSL_sysCoordinates positive_theCoordinates_soft(*theNet.GetNode(positive_credibility_update)->
   Value()); 
   positive_theCoordinates_soft[0] = 0;  
   positive_theCoordinates_soft.GoToCurrentPosition(); 
   vector<double> p_marks (2);    
   cout << positive_facility_soft_evidence << "\t" ; 
   for (int y = 0 ; y <2 ; y++ ) { 
   p_marks[y] = positive_theCoordinates_soft.UncheckedValue();; 
   cout << p_marks[y] << endl; 
   positive_theCoordinates_soft.Next(); 
   } 
   p_NodeValue -> SetSoftEvidence(p_marks); 
  } 
 
  else if ( user_facility[3*i+2] == "undamaged") { 
   
negative_facility_soft_evidence = user_facility[3*i+1] + "_Facility_" + user_facility[3*i] + 
"_Negative_Report" ; ; 
   negative_credibility_update= theNet.FindNode((char *)(negative_facility_soft_evidence.c_str())); 
   n_Node = theNet.GetNode(negative_credibility_update); 
   n_NodeValue = n_Node -> Value() ; 
 
   DSL_sysCoordinates negative_theCoordinates_soft(*theNet.GetNode(negative_credibility_update)->
   Value()); 
   negative_theCoordinates_soft[0] = 0; 
   negative_theCoordinates_soft.GoToCurrentPosition(); 
   vector<double> n_marks (2);    
   cout << negative_facility_soft_evidence << "\t" ; 
   for (int y = 0 ; y <2 ; y++ ) { 
   n_marks[y] = negative_theCoordinates_soft.UncheckedValue();; 
   cout << n_marks[y] << endl; 
   negative_theCoordinates_soft.Next(); 
   } 
   n_NodeValue -> SetSoftEvidence(n_marks); 
  } 
  else continue ; 
 
 } 
 
 theNet.UpdateBeliefs(); 
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 ofstream myfile; 
 myfile.open ("facility_credibility.txt") ; 
  
 int length3 = facilityNumber; 
 int credibility_save ; 
 double P_credibility ;  
 
 //write the updated credibility information on a file 
 for (int i=0 ; i< length3 ; i++ ) { 
 
  string facility_credibility = "Facility_" + facility_name[i] + "_Event" ; 
  credibility_save = theNet.FindNode((char *)(facility_credibility.c_str())); 
 
  DSL_sysCoordinates theCoordinates_fac(*theNet.GetNode(credibility_save)->Value()); 
  theCoordinates_fac[0] = 0; 
  theCoordinates_fac.GoToCurrentPosition(); 
  P_credibility = theCoordinates_fac.UncheckedValue(); 
  myfile << facility_name[i] << "\t" << P_credibility << "\n" ; 
 } 
  
 myfile.close(); 
 
}  
 
int main(void) { 
 
 CountLine(); 
 UpdateBelief(); 
 return 1; 
 
} 
 
 
Parameter Learning 
 
  #include "stdafx.h" 
  #include <iostream> 
  #include "smile.h"//include SMILE API 
  #include "smilearn.h" 
   
  using namespace std; 
   
   
  void staticEM() { 
     // open the data set 
     DSL_dataset ds; 
     if (ds.ReadFile("fake_data.txt") != DSL_OKAY) { 
        cout << "Cannot read data file... exiting." << endl; 
        exit(1); 
     } 
      
     // open the network: 
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     DSL_network net; 
     if (net.ReadFile("parameter_network.xdsl", DSL_XDSL_FORMAT) != DSL_OKAY) { 
        cout << "Cannot read network... exiting." << endl; 
        exit(1); 
     } 
      
     // match the data set and the network: 
     vector<DSL_datasetMatch> matches; 
     string err; 
     if (ds.MatchNetwork(net, matches, err) != DSL_OKAY) { 
        cout << "Cannot match network... exiting." << endl; 
        exit(1); 
     } 
      
     // learn parameters: 
     DSL_em em; 
     if (em.Learn(ds, net, matches) != DSL_OKAY) { 
        cout << "Cannot learn parameters... exiting." << endl; 
        exit(1); 
     } 
     net.WriteFile("parameter_result.xdsl", DSL_XDSL_FORMAT); 
  } 
   
   
  int main(int argc, char* const argv[]) { 
    staticEM(); 
  } 
 
 
 
